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SEPTEMBER 15,' 1909

Optic, It's 80.

FIVE O'CLOCK EDITION.

ENROLLMENT AT THE NORMAL
BREAKS PREVIOUS RECORDS

O HEROD!

DEGIDi

PRINT.

New York, Sept. 15. J. P. Morgan,
Jr., was elected late yesterday after
noon to the late E. H. Harriman's
place on the board of directors of
the National City bank. By Wall
street the election is regarded as one
of the most significant of the week's
cranclal developments, presumably In
dicating that harmonious relations ex
ist between the Morgan and the
Oil groups. AdKuhn,
ded weight was given the event because it followed so closely upon rePHILADELPHIA AND DETROIT BE AMERICAN
BANKERS'
ASSOCIA.
ports tlnil the Morgan Interests were
GIN CRUCIAL SERIES TO- -'
TION ADVOCATES NEEDED
about to take an active interest in
MORROW
LEGISLATION ;
governing the Harriman roads, and
that the younger Morgan was slated
as the ultimate successor of Mr. Har-- 1
IS
CLEARING HOUSE EXAMINERS
riman in command of the Union and INTEREST
Southern "Pacific railroads
TIGERS MUST PLAY FINAL GAMES CAMPAIGN FOR THESE HAS AL
DAMAGE TO BLACK ROCK
ON GROUNDS OF CLOSEST
READY MET. WITH FAVOR IN
DAM AGGREGATES $100,000
RIVAL
VARIOUS STATES

PRESIDENT

There were 230 pupils enrolled at
the Normal University yesterday.
This is an Increase of 175 over the
opening day three years ago.
There were between 30 and 40 pupils turned away owing to the lack
of room to accommodate them.
The faculty is very much pleased
with the showing made and looks for
ward to the most successful year in
the history of the institution
The
present indications are that there
GEOGRAPHICAL
SOCIETY TO DEwill be fully 75 more enter within the
LEFT BOSTON
THIS MORNING
s
CIDE NORTH POLE ROW ON
next month.
FOR
ALBANY
A SPECIAL
IN
ITS MERITS
Pupils stood in line from 8 o'clock
'
TRAIN
In the morning until 5 o'clock in the
evening, hoping that a vacancy would
CONTROVERSY
IS DEPLORED
occur which would allow them to be
CHICAGO
HIS NEXT STOP
admitted, but were at last compelled
to go home disappointed.
They wilj
VERDICT WILL BE WITHHELD UN
be obliged to go to the public schools. FORCED TO MAKE BRIEF SPEECHTIL DATA OF EXPLORERS IS
One of the most encouraging
ES ALONG WAY FROM CAR
SUBMITTED
of
signs is the large number
PLATFORM
Spanish-America- n
pupils enrolled at
N.
15.
H. F.
M., Sept.
Albuquerque,
the Normal University this year. This
PEARY
LAWS department, which is presided over IN EXCELLENT
KEEPSJBN TALKIN Robinson, superintendent of irrigation TO BE GIVEN FAIR SHOW OTHER NECESSARY
'SPIRITS
for the Pueblo Indians, who was in the
by Miss Aiken openg with about 40
will
that
it
'
young men, and this number will be
DETAILS HOW HE FLUNG STARS city yesterday, reports
take about $100,000 to repair the dam- DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC SAFETY STATE SUPERVISION OF TRUST largely inoreased October 1, as many GIVEN GREAT OVATION IN HUB
AND STRIPES TO BREEZE
SAYS SPECIAL POLICE WILL
COMPANIES HEEDED BY
aged Black Rock dam of the governwho desire to attend school are unCITY WHERE HE WAS GUEST
OVER COVETED POLE
ment near Zunl, McKinley county.
PRESERVE ORDER
LEGISLATURES
able to do so until after the crops are
AT BIG BANQUET
The reservoir still retains enough
harvested.
Hartford, Conn., Sept 15. Willis L. water in storage to Irrigate the crops
Philadelphia, Sept. 15. The series
Chicago, Sept 15. Trust company
Boston, Sept. 15. Well tanned by
Moore, chief of the U. S. Weather that will be under ditch next year. of games between the Detroit and and clearing house divisions of the EXTENSIVE IMPROVEMENTS
the
sea breeze while enjoying a parThe government has not positively an
TO ROADS IN DISTRICT 3
American Bankers' association held
Bureau, speaking as president of the
tial rest at the summer capital at
'
nounced whether the dam will be re Philadelphia clubs, which will begin sessions
today. At the clearing house
National Geographic, society said to built. Two reclamation service en here tomorrow, will decide the penfor the past five weeks. PresJ. M. Martinez, road supervisor in Beverly
section
the report of the sec
meeting
in
nant
ident
Taft
American
the
For
day:
today began his 13,000
league.
gineers have been examining it the
district No. 3, has had a large force of
mile tour of the west and south, when
4"Fhft
that Teason these games are exciting retary indicated that Che vigorous men
la oKda. past week.
afnat-temployed on the Mora road and he left Boston early1
intense interest and the local fans campaign for legislation requiring
this morning on
in its attitude to
lutely
the
exdifferent streets within his
of
house
eight
appointment
clearing
are
ora
their
in
bound
for Albany, the
train
marshaling
special
strength
aminers has created a most favorable Jurisdiction, the work of improve
wards Dr. Fredick A. Cook and Com BUTTON AUTOPSY DOES
der to give the home team every le
first lap of. his far western tour.
NOT
DISPROVE
UICJDfe
sentiment and is developing day by ment having been about completed
mander R. E. Peary. It will withhold
The president began his speech-makin- g
gitimate support to encourage them
to victory. Should Philadelphia win day. The section is now considering for this season.
its verdict until all the data is care
tour last night at a banquet
15.
the
Although
Washington, Sept.
Two rock culverts have been built
plan for the uniform reporting of
him by the Boston Chamber of
given
fully considered and then make an report of Surgeon Speare, of the navy every one of the five games of the weekly exchanges of all associations on the Mora
road, and five rock and
then It would be in a fair way
impartial finding. The attitude of department, who conducted the autop series,
the country. This section Is also cement Culverts and two bridges on Commerce, and devoted most of his
to win the pennant with reasonable
address to explaining the new tariff
Geodetic board is also neutral.' We sy on the body of Lieut. James N. Sut
aoing an in us power to suppress the Hot Springs boulevard, besides bill.
good luck in its remaining games.
He was given a great ovation
are pained at the deplorable contro ton, has not been submitted to tne
the business known as "note kiting." five miles of streets graded and put
The excitement over, the
the
by
people of this city. Two thouswas
in
It
announced
It
known
in an address by In first class condition.
is
that the
versy, for both are Intrepid American department.
series Is intensified by the spik
and guests attended the banquet, '
vestigation disclosed nothing incon ing recently of . Baker, of the- - Phil, Edvwdj T, Perine of New. York, tiiot
on
who objects to the pay- which
Aiiy
sistent With the theory of acMit! delphia team, by Ty Cobb, the star th 'era of" depression hald "been su ment of the required ; $3 road tax The was held at Mechanic's hall.
Peary Gives More Details
president's next notable address
by great prosperity
might change hls mind s to how the will be delivered tomorrow in Chi- - ,
Battle Harbor, via Wireless, Cape shooting by himself or suicide. The hitter and fielder of the Detroit club. berceded.
snown
Dy
total deposits this year money is being expended by going out
head was of a character The
Race, Sept 15. Peary today describ wound In the
Philadelphia fans insist that which
him Cobb
equal three billion, five hun and inspecting the extent and charac- cago, where he will be all day and
ed to an Associated Press corres- - that could have been inflicted by
spiked Baker intentionally with dred and sixty-sevemillions of dol ter of the road work done, particu- night. The president is looking for
his arm being in an ab the view of" putting him out of the
pondent the raising of the Hag at the self without
ward with keen delight to his long
an
increase
for
lars,
the year of
larly in the third district.
game.
North Pole. The first flag was a silk normal position.
in which he will meet thousand1
Journey,
cent
61
for
the
of
five
past
Director of Public Safety Clay to- per
one, presented him by his wife thir
ands
of
and proclaim the pur
cent
people
per
teen years ago and carried on each RECEIVES SAD NEWS OF
day announced that a sufficient detail
poses of the Taft. administration in
The committee on protective laws EIGHT TRAINMEN KILLED
SUDDEN
MOTHER'S
DEATH
of police reserves would be on h?uid
IN HEAD-OCOLLISION numerous speeches. The
expedition, a piece being left at the
president Is
reported that efforts to produce state
at the American League ball park
farthest point north each time. He
In excellent fiealth, . buoyant spirits .
of
trust
and
supervision
companies
Tauof
the
order and protect the De
then hoisted the navy ensign flag of J. H. Clary, manager
Nashville, Tenn., Sept 15. In a and fine voice.
of
laws punishing the circulation
'
head-othe navy league, then the banner of pert jewelry store on Douglas ave- trolt players both on and off the false rumors about
collision between a passenger
8peaks at Worcester
banks, had been
the Delta Kappa Epsilon fraternity nue, received a telegram this morn field, and he assures the visiting team particularly
train and a fast freight on the Nash
Seventeen
effective.
Worcester,
Mass., Sept. 15. At a
and the flag of peace. Records of ing announcing the sudden death of every aid in his power to afford them states,
ville,' Chattanooga and St. Louis rail brief stop shortly before noon, Presl- -'
them
Texas
among
Colorado,
the trip and private papers were bu his mother in Albany, N. Y., the fam a fair, show in the series. Rowdyism and Wyoming, enacted the desired road near Pegram station today, dent Taft addressed a mammoth '
ried in the ice in a buoyant water ily home. The news was entirely will not be tolerated under any
legislation and New Mexico" will con eight men were killed and one serious crowd from the rear platform of his
a great
memtight box. He took numerous photos unexpected and came as
sider such laws at the next session ly Injured. The dead were all
special train. He was given a royal
'"
which have not yet been developed. shock to Mr. Clary. An especially
welcome.
,
of the legislature. Arizona alone re bers of the train crews.
He found no revolving winds such as sad feature is the fact that because MESA FARMER MARKETS
jected the bill prepared by the com
described by other explorers and no of Mr. Taupert's absence from this
1909 CROP OF POTATOES
ELEPHANTS STAMPEDE ON
mittee.
LOCAL CARTOONIST
MAY
now
in
Iowa
his
with
he
being
earthquakes. He denied the report city,
DESERT yNEAR PHOENIX
RIVAL
la
will
Mr.
un
be
HOMER
wife
who
ill,
DAVENPORT
Clary
Cook's
a
of
notice
he
that
posted
The first load of potatoes of the ANNUAL SWAPPING OF FARM
Phoenix, Ariz., Sept 15. Four ele
death on the shores' of Greenland, us able to make the trip east to attend 1909 crop, raised on the mesa, was
belonging to a traveling cirphants
PRODUCTS BY RANCHMEN
C. H. Stewart, a clerk at Boucher's
ing this as a pretext for taking the funeral, as there Is no one who marketed in this, city yesterday by
on the desert near here
cus,
escaped
could
assume the responsibility
of
and provision store, is fol
grocery
Cook's supplies. Referring to the re
toD.
C.
who
sold
Harry Catton,
Seven ranchmen from the Pecos yesterday while being transported lowing, in the footsteps of Thomas
ception planned for him on his return looking after the jewelry establish Boucher, the grocer, 1,000 pounds of as
foot."
on
to Phoenix
ment in his. absence.
Nast and Homer Davenport in that
country traveling in covered wagons from Maricopa
to the United States he said:
fine potatoes as were ever handled In
The elephants charged an adobe he has drawn a cartoon
to
with
the
filled
ranch
bows
prodwhich is ex"From reports received I am both
of
A
market.
local
the
comparison
house occupied by a Mexican woman
the
ucts
BIRTHDAY
SENDS
TAFT
his
passed
through
city
of
yester
pressive
Individual
touched
and
at
the
enough
the
way
gratified
these potatoes "with those shipped In
for Mora, where they will swap and six children, but they were cap- views of North Pole matters as they
GREETINGS
TO DIAZ
day
public has tr.eated my work."
from Colorado shows conclusively that
tured by their keepers before any stand at the
products with the ranchmen of the
present moment, though
Due In Sydney Saturday
the mesa lands are adapted to the
serious
damage was done.
15.
to change at any time,
county.
President
neighboring
subject
Washington,
Sept
W, Sept. 15. Mrs. Taft
raising of potatoes equal or superior
Sydney,
The principal barter will be chill
he cartoon may be placed on ex
yesterday sent the following to the famous
In
Greeley product.
Peary received a dispatch today sayverde for wheat and oats. Scarcely JEFFRIES WILL RETURN
hibition in a window of the coffee
to President
congratulatory
telegram
FROM EUROPE IN OCTOBER
ing her husband would not arrive Diaz, of Mexico, on the occasion of order to encourage the mesa farmers any chili Is raised in Mora county,
roaster, though the modesty of Mr.
the local merchants
here before the end of the week.
in
raising
potato
New
to
York, Sept. 15. Letters from Stewart may be said to have almost
its latitude, but great crops
his seventy-nintowing
birthday;
marJames J. Jeffries announce that he become a proverb and then he Is fearof cereals are garnered there.
Preparing Banquet For Cook
"I beg to express to you my cordial are paying more than the regular
ket
price.
New York, Sept. 15. The sale of congratulations upon your birthday
This interchange of products of will return from Europe about Oc ful that some mischievous person who
tickets for a banquet to Dr. Cook at and hope that you may live to enjoy
the soil brings happiness and con tober 1 and then complete his ar- does not think as he does regarding
the Waldorf Astoria September 22nd many more and that the country will INCREASE IS ANNOUNCED
tentment health and prosperity to rangements, for a go with Jack John- the respective claims of Messrs Cook
IN REGISTRATION FEE many households in the land, though son. Jeffries says he has been mucn and
and 23rd are in great demand. They have the benefit of your patriotic ser
Peary may be tempted to hurl
will be limited to 1200 guests.
little money changes hands in the benefited by the German baths. . a rock through the window at It
vices for many years to come."
Postmaster General Hitchcock has transactions.
notified postmasters throughout the
country, that beginning October 1, CONDUCTOR. WOULD BUILD
1909, the fee for registering a letter
MONUMENT TO HARRIMAN
or a package will be 10 cents instead
of 8 cents, the present rate. It is
St." Joseph,
MCI IIJ
Mo, Sept. 15. John
claimed by the postofflce department Crance, a veteran Burlington con11L if
that the deficit in this department ductor,? ,has started a movement to
last year was $1,500,000 and the lt: erect a jmonument to E. H. Harriman
This evening at sundown begins Jews In all the synagogues. This
The clsy council, meeting as a ,der authority vested in it by the new Tease in the registration fee te one hyipopular subscription among railcommittee , of the whole, hag finally territorial law covering this subject of the steps taken to cut down this road employes. His plan is to solicit the year 5670 according to the Heb- holiday and "Tom Kippur," or the
on all astounding decrease, in an effort to subscriptions of 25 cents each from rew calendar.
Beginning then and "Day of Atonement" which occurs
agreed on the new occupation tax has fixed a tax to be levied
forms of business "occupations. In make the postofflce department self- all the railroad employes in the coun- lasting for two days until Friday next week, are regarded as the most
schedules and the same will be turn
'
most instances the "tax has been in- supporting.
,
try.
night the Jews throughout " the world important ones by the Jews. Ten
ed over to City Attorney Herbert V. creased, as under tne new law but 45
will celebrate their new year or days intervene between the two holiClark upon his return to Las Viroi one tax, a city tax, is levied, where HEIRESS BUYS WOULD-BSTATE DEPARTMENT SCOUTS
Rosh Hashonna," as it Is called in days, called the ten days of penitence,
3
from Santa Fe.
The city counselor under the old statute, two taxes, a
; RUMORS
KING FOR A HUSBAND
OF WAR IN MEXICO Hebrew. The reformed Jews observe in which the Jew atones for his
ntll draft an ordinance incorporating county and a city tax, were levied.
only one day, while the orthodox Jews transgressions by prayer, penitence
the schedules which have been agreed
Inasmuch as but one tax will be
and charity. The prevailing spirit of
Dingwall, Scotland, Sept. 15. Miss Washington, Sept 15. Reports of celebrate the two days.
s
upon and when the ordinance is pas- levied. Increases so as to reach an Anita Stewart, daughter of Mrs. an impending civil war in Mexico
New
The Jewish
Tear, like that of this occasion Is the purification of
sed then the new schedules will go equable standard, were necessary. James Henry (Silent) Smith; of New fall utterly to
the state de their' Gentile neighbors, Is celebrated the soul. Penitence for past wrongs,
agitate
Into effect and the collection of this The money collected goes into the York; became the bride of Prince partment officials, who believe
the ex with rejoicing and brings with It the prayer for all Urns and charity as aft
tax will be ordered.
city treasury for the improvement of Miguel1 "of Bragsnza, "pretender" to the citement there Is no greater than usual, "good resolutions' and turning expression of the nobility in man's
the municipality, hence little " oppo- Portuguese throne, here at noon to that attending a presidential election over a new leat Nevertheless It Is character
all these are expected of
about the new schedules, it is under- sition Is expected to the ordinance
the
and
at this time new em-Jew,
the
United
in
was
a
States.
brilliant
This
a
The
af
religious
and
is
day.
wedding
essentially
holiday
theory
stood that (he city council, acting un- - when it Is passed.
confirmed by the Mexican embassy.
,
fair.
will be observed with prayers by the
(Continued on Page 4)
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TWO

IN

ped In on the boys unawares, but
found everything moving along evenly and smoothly.
Conductor J. W. Burks has been assigned to the local freight run on the

COST OF CARRYING

af- wife was very brave until night came,,
a when her courage began to fail. Afwith
ter he has been struggling
ter exhausting every reasonable extable."
time
Washington
ABSORBLtTS
railway
cuse for staying up, she put the child
'
Star.
.!..,
to bed with the Injunction to pray
God's protection during
"Hullo, mate; 'ow is it you ain't especially for
father's absence. "Yes, we will do
"Does your husband stay at the club workin'?"
said the little girl, "but
late at night?"
"Well, it's like this: I works at a that tonight,"
"Well, rather. ,Last night he didn't domino factory and I puts on the spots the next time we will make better arget home till half-paFebruary."
and they are making double blanks rangements." The Delineator.
Life.
today!" London Opinion.
... .
F'Billy, dear," said his young wife,
that ding donging noise? Can it be Father D0 you find Robert prompt coaxingly, "tell me the password of'
on aeroplane What's at the office?
Passenger
your lodge."
on the Milky Way?
the cow-bel"But I pledged myself never to dises, indeed. I never
His 'Employer
Aviator No; that's only Saturn's saw in all my life a young man Who close that, Bella."
"You're not disclosing it when you
rings. Boston Transcript.
could get out of the office at 5 o'clock
give it to- - me. You know we have
with less delay. Exchange.
Hub (arriving home from office)
no secrets from each other."
Well, dear, and how is the new cook
I shay, you, John"If I tell you what it is, dear, will
The Week-Eritigetting on?
ny, gimme 'nother bedroom will you, you promise sacredly never to repeat
Wifey She's getting on her Wngs there's duck.
it to a living soul?"
to leave, mat s now. Boston iran- "Yes, I promise."
The Hotel Clerk Well, sir, No. 45,
script. ,
next to yours, is vacant, If you're not "Well, here it Is: Chattybiddybee-- '
comfortable where you are.
Kaspecklybexlyhim."
y
"Blusher is the most bashful man I
That'll do nicesh- - True to her word, the young wife
The Week-Ende- r
ever knew."
never repeated it to anybody. Chi
ly. I've set old 44 on fire. Sketch.
"How on earth then did he come to
cago Tribune.
gett married?"
District Visitor I've just had a let
"He was too bashful to refuse." Ex- ter from my son, Arthur, saying he I wrote an article one day
And took it to an ed.
change.
has won a scholarship. I can't tell
"A Word for Autumn," it was called,
you how pleased I am!
Jack Those young widows have an
Rustic Party I can understand yer
"I'll use it sir," he said.
advantage over you single girls, be feelin's, mum. t- felt just the same
cause they know all about men.
when our pig won a medal at the He added: "It is rather long,
Madge eYs, and because the only agricultural show." Pearson's WeekI'll cut it down a bit,
"men who knew all about them are ly.
If you don't mind of course you'll get
dead. Boston Transcript.
Our full space rates for it."
A minister, frequently a way from
"I understand that many western home, was in the habit of getting
Next day my article appeared
railways are putting Bibles in the some one to stay with his wife and
Confound the fellow's gall!
same rack with the time tables," said small daughter in his absence. Once,
In the squlblets column, thus:
'Twas
one traveler.however, he went so unexpectedljy
Word
"A
for Autumn Fall."
It is a good idea," answered the and hurriedly that he had no time- - to
Boston Transcript
other. "A man Is never more in need make such provision for them. The
Mrs. Maude Darrell Hoffman, a pioEach of the chief ory
neer of country week work, was pralsr
(Jans of the body ii a
ing in Hartford the country vacation.
link id the Chain of
"A country vacation Is better than
Life. A ehain is no
a seashore one," she said. "You
than its
stronger
weakest link, the body
And the
so much quainter.
no stronger than its farther into the country you go the
weakest organ. If there is weakness of stomach, liver or lungs, there is
weak link to the chain of life which may snap at any time. Often this
quainter become the things you see.
is causea oy lack ot nutrition, the result of weakness or disease
weakness
"I once spent August in a village-calleOf the stomach and other organs of digestion and nutrition. Diseases and
the Head of Sassafras, a vilweaknesses of the stomach and its allied organs are cured
hy the use of Dr.
Pieroe s Golden Medioal Disoovery.
When the weak or diseased stomach is
lage down in. Maryland. The postof-fle- e
cored, diseases of other organs which seem remote from the stomach but which
there was the general store. The
nave their origin in diseased condition of the i,mnrh nt
l
morning after my arrival I went to
Other organs of digestion and nutrition, are cured aso.
store for my mail.
' The
strong man has a mtroni stomach.
"A little girl preceded me with an
Take the above recommended "DiaeoV'
egg in her hand.
ery" anda you may hare a mtroaQ stom" 'Gimme an
ach and strong body.
egg's worth of tea,
I heard her say to the postmastplease,'
Given Away. Dr. Pierce's Common Sense Medical Advuer,
er-storekeeper;
'and ma says
new revised Edition, is sent free pn receipt of stamps to pay
weigh out an egg's worth ot
expense of mailing only. Send 21 one-cefor
the
stamps
sugar, too, for the black hen's
book in paper covers, or 31 stamps for the
d
voland I'll be up again in a
ume. Address Dr. R. V. Pierce, Buffalo, N. Y.
minute." Washington Star.

through Kansas be stopped from can
ryfng a complete department store,
The complaint is made on the ground
that the "butchers" compete with local merchants. The complaint eays
that the train newsboys carry news
papers, books, candy and fruit, and in
addition carry a line of collars, em
broideries, leather goods and souvenirs
The rail cutting machine, which is
making good headway cutting and fit
ting rails for the steel gang, on the
Tucumcari-Memphis
line of the Rock
island, is doing business ten hours a
day The big machine employs ten or
twelve men and it cuts and prepares
I
fc
vuc uom- laying
lurce aDOUL Ullv
mile of rails a day. It will be occu
pied sixty or more days cutting rails
for the Tucumcari end of the line,
iwo hundred men are employed in
the steel gang.
W. P. Garside, traveling freight and
passenger agent for the Santa Fe
w'th headquarters at El Paso, is au
thorlty for the statement that the express train the Santa Fe proposes to
put on between Chicago and Los
Angeles will be an exclusive mail1 and
express train going west. One exoess fare Pullman may be attached to
It, but It Is not probable. Eastbound
it will likely carry passengers.
The
California limited will continue, to be
the Santa Fe's banner passenger train,
Mr. Garside says that a daylight train
will be put on the El Paso division
also. Both trains will be started with
the inauguration of the winter time

south end regularly.
A general Information meeting will
be held at the trainmaster's office
here Saturday afternoon at 2 o'clock.
HITCHGENERAL
POSTMASTER
A, E. McKay, bonus timekeeper for
RAIL
COCK CALLS UPON
the Santa Fe, has returned to Albufrom a three weeks' trip to
ROADS FOR INFORMATION
iquer-u- e
St Paul. Minn,
John Ellis, bonus clerk In the Santa
WILL BE GIVEN 30 DAYS Fe master mechanic's office at Albu
querque, has left for a month's gtay
in
Knoxville, Tenn.
Recommendations to be Made to ConGus Peterson, who had
Engineer
Based
Officer
This
Cabinet
gress by
oft a few trips, has re
been
laying
on Facts Obtained From Various
for
duty,
ported
though not yet
Will
Instructive
Lines Results
be
thoroughly well man.
and Important.
Henry M. Browning, representing
Postmaster General Frank H. Hitch- the Western Car Advertising com
In Albuquerque
to
cock has taken steps to obtain from pany, has arrived
weeks.
several
remain,
all railroad companies carrying tie
Brakeman William McCambrldge, of
malls data during the month of Nosecond district, has stepped down
the
vember relating to the cost of perout of his job without having been
and
In
order
that the
forming the service
to do so by anybody.
department may be In. possession of requested
Tf. E. Lynch, of the sec
Conductor
this Information and may be able to
ond district, went down the line in the
with
to
such
facts
congress
report the
third district yesterday, in charge of
recommendations, if any, as may be
advisable. This action is In accord' a train load of black diamonds.
William Hentz, a boilermaker em
ance with the direction of law, which
at Lamy, was in the city yes
ployed
has been practically a dead letter
of course visited the local
and
terday
The
will
heretofore.
he
companies
with the shopmen
chatted
and
given thirty days in which to pre- - shops
H. Youngston has
Conductor
Adolph
' pare for securing the data. Very careful study has been given the subject returned from the Ohio city that bears
now again card.
in the department by the second as- - the family name, and is
to
orders
from
the
The first of the new gasoline rail
powers
subject
Blstant postmaster general and expert
that he.
motor cars containing mall, bag
road
forma
and
and
the
Inquiries
officials,
Conductor J. B. Crane brought in gage, express and passenger, com
have been completed and will be sent
to the companies in the next few Campbell Bros.' advertising car yes partments, designed ror branch ser
It going south to vice in the west, has been delivered to
days. These call for detailed Infor- terday morning,
No. 9 passenger the Oregon Short Line for which It
Fe
belated
Santa
on
mation as to car space devoted'to the
train
last
was built at the McKeen works In
night.
stamail
as
station
to
service,
malls,
' In order to take care of the ever Omaha. . The older cars of this
type,
tion and terminal facilities and the
cost of each. It is believed that the increasing citrus fruit traffic, the notably the' one in Bervic between
results of this inquiry will be very Santa Fe has placed an order for the Leavenworth and Lawrence, Kans., on
construction of one thousand addition- the Union Pacific, pull a separate ha;
Instructive and important
gage, mail and express car. The new
will
constitute
the only compre- al refrigerator cars.
It
Fireman W. E. Orr will handle the car is seventy feet long and weighs
hensive information the department
tons. It has a
has thus far obtained. The law of scoop on the switch engine in the nearly thirty-fou- r
of seating capacity of fifty-fouThe
1879 requires the postmaster general local yards during the absence
to obtain It. Shortly after Its pass--j Fireman P. R, Fields, who will go to power is furnished by a two hundred
Missouri to spend his vacation.
reversible
"age an Ineffectual attempt was made,
D. Hazel, who has been motor, geared to the front truck.
Brakeman
e
but It was then Impracticable to
The pipe line crew of the. South
the Information. Further efforts absent from the city of cmagniflcent
were superseded by the action of con distances for the past sixty days, has western railway company, which is
City, and Is laying the pipe line from the Bonito
gress in the appointment of various returned from Kansas
reservoir in the White Mountains,
commissions of inquiry. The post- now ready to hit the- road again.
An appropriation of approximately have reached a point near Santa
master general thinks that the infor
mation ghould now be secured by the $30,000 has been made to cover . the Rosa, and have completed a connec
the Santa Fe depot tion with the Santa Fe cut-of- f
at
department, and along llnes.that will cost of remodeling
New Mexico's
at
hotel
and
Winslow,
Ariz., and mak- Vaughn and re now furnishing that
tfie
actual service rendered and
su6w
a.
thereto.
addition
substantial
road with watei; for engine purposes.
Its cost to the companies as near as It ing
Lightest Moot
Larry Trainei, who is in charge of The pipe used is wire bound wood
is possible to obtain It
local
pipe, and it is' said it is subjected to
For years the question as to the stationary engine at the
Modern Store
whether the government is paying too shops, is again on deck, after a spell an enormous pressure. . The pipe line
much or too little for the carriage of of Illness that kept him at home and from the Bonito reservoir by the way
in bed a good portion of the time.
of Carrizozo. to Santa Rosa is 145
the mails on the railroads has .been
A new brick veneer depot has been miles long. The water comes to the
discussed In congress and out, hut, alauthorized by1 the Santa Fe for Fort reservoir, in an open ditch from the
though several commissions have in'V
Madison, la., at a total estimated cost headwaters of the Bonito river, and is
results
the
tie
subject,
vestigated
of
as
snow
sweet
as
$14,000.
old
The
and
approximately
melting
pure
There are
have been Inconclusive.
'
those who claim that the basis for the depot will be' converted into a freight can make it
house.
Merit- marks have been placed to
statutory rates was fixed many yearg
Harry Palmer has accepted the po- the credit of Santa Fe employes here
ago; that rates for other public
sition
as file clerk in the division as follows: W. A. Bridges, brakeman,
vice have been reduced in the meanoffice here,' relieving Las Vegas, ten, for firing an engine
superintendent's
retime, and that the companies are
Lawrence
who leaves soon after the regular fireman had been inTarame,
ceiving too much for this service.
Las
On the other hand, the companies for Peoria, 111., to complete a busi- jured; C. H. Wells, brakeman,
Vegas, ten, for firing an engine after
claim that the conditions of the ser- ness course.
Mrs. Watllngton, wife of Charles the regular fireman had been taken M
vice are more exacting and onerous,
and that the requirements are greater Watlington, a Santa Fe passenger sick; J. B. Crane, conductor, and C.
now than when the rates were fixed, conductor, has returned to Albuquer- E. Simpson, brakeman, 'Las Vegas,
and that a careful consideration of all que from a several weeks' vacation ten each, for firing an engine after
the facts will ehow that especially spent in Colton, Cal. Mrs. Watlingtoa the regular fireman was taken sick;
James Dougherty, conductor," Las
since the material reductions by con- wag accompanied by her daughter.
Orville Wood, a mall agent who has Vegas, ten,' for interest taken in fir
gress and the effect of the new
an engine after the fireman had
been
are
more
running through this city for a ing
divisor, they
poorly paid
for this than for other class of service. number of years, had forty acres In been injured, avoiding delay to the
The department pays the companiegj cantaloupes In the vicinity of La train; S.' M. Bowen, conductor, Las
not less than $50,000,000 for this ser- Junta, Colo., out of which he will Vegas, five, for taking the place of a
vice. The postmaster general wants realize several thousand dollars this flagman who had taken sick on the
train on which Mr. Bowen was dead
to know the facts, and to he fair to season.
heading.
as
to
conserve
well
as
On
16
the companies
the Santa Fe wiu
September
A pocket edition booklet of 127
It Is for this inaugurate a
the public Interests.
tourist car
pages,
containing the freight and ex
that he is pushing this Inquiry, which, service between Kansas City and
when completed, will give the depart- San Francisco on train No. 9. This press rates, applying to and from
ment and congress very . important service will be operative Tuesday, Denver and competitive territory, has
issued by the Colorado Man'. data,
y
Thursday and Saturday of each week just been
and will be in addition to that al- ufacturers' association and will be
to shippers.
RAILftdAD NOTES
ready furnished on trains Nos. 1, 7 of invaluable assistance
'
rates
covers
in ColoThe
r
publication
p m
i.i
i., p.
General Boilermaker George Austin, and 9. ,
NebrasIdaho,
rado,
Montana,
Kansas,
A
who is at home wherever he takes off
complaint has been filed with the ka,' New Mexico, Utah,. Wyoming and
his hat, was a visitor to Las Vegas board of railroad commissioners ask- miscellaneous rates from the prin
railroad shous yesterday. He drop ing that the train butchers operating
cipal cities In the United States. The
booklet Is Unique In that it is the only
compilation of its. kind in the country.
There are 10 sections to the booklet.
Eight are devoted to showing the com
parative freight rates, In cents per
hundred
pounds, on the first four
S. S.S. heals Sores and tfleers la Hiha very simplest way. It just goes
classes
of
freight from (Denver, Oma
the cause, and the place Is bound
right down into the blood And removes
to heal because the Impurities and morbid matters which have been the ha, Kansas City, St. Louis and
means of keeping the ulcer open are no longer absorbed from the blood.
and the express rate, in cents
External applications of salves, lotions, plasters, etc., can never produce a
hundred
pounds from Denver to
cure because they do not reach the source of the trouble. At best they per
can only allay pain or reduce inflammation; such, treatment is working on stations in the states named. Section
splendid
symptoms and not reaching the cause. 'Every nutritive corpuscle in the nine gives instructions for computing
blood is weakened or infected, they cannot nourish the fibrous tissue around
wear,
the place, but instead they constantly discharge into the flesh around the freight and express rates to and from
matter which, gradually eats into the points in this chapter, which names
sore a quantity of impure, germ-lade- n
surrounding healthy tissue and causes the ulcer to enlarge. Since impure miscellaneous cities of the country.
blood is responsible for 8ores and Ulcers, a medicine that can purify the
blood is the only hope of a cure. S. S. S. has long been recognized as the Section 10 gives a graduated scale of
all
greatest of all blood purifiers, possessing the qualities necessary to remove charges. Theibooklet was completea
While curing the sore or ulcer 8. S. S. by the traffic
every impurity from the blood.
of the assopartment
customer,
bring3 about a healthy condition of the flesh by supplying it with rich, ciation, end't Jibe Joint work of Altol
healthy blood, and thus makes the cure permanent and lasting. Book on
J. ZInt, traffic manager, and Harry
Sores and Ulcers and any medical advice free to all who write.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO.. ATLANTA. GA. Dickinson, assistant traffic manager.
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Thursday, Sept. i6y '09
On Account of the

Jewish New Year

We will close our store at 6 o'clock on Wednes- "
day evening, Sept. 15 and remain
closed all day Thursday,

.

Opening at 6 o'clock Thursday Evening.

HEILS

v

:

SPECIALS

For Thursday Evening, 7 to 9 Only

o SORES 'AND ULCEUS

From 7 o'clpck to 9 o'clock

Chi-cag-

THURSDAY EVENING ONLY

A

Fall

value Fleeced Underwear, medium weight for
early
worth 35c per garment, only 21c.
,

AMOSKEAG GINGHAM
You know what it i3 and what it is worth, Only 10 yards to
at per yard 5c.
,

r
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PROBABLE DEATH

to

more tonnage to Milwaukee and other ports where rail competition was
'
less.
Central Bank National Issue
The foremost position given to the
central bank of issue plan, both in
private and public discussions of the
AmericanNBankers' association now In
session in Chicago, has disclosed how
very likely the plan Is to become the
main issue In the first session of the
next congress during the winter of
1910-1With the. approval of Senator Aldrlch and his National Monetary Commission and the support of
the same faction , that passed the
Payne tariff bill leading bankers believe that the measure to thus radically change the currency system of
the United States, would be certain
to pass the present congress. But
congressional elections are to intervene and consequently the advantages
of the central bank Idea are to be
unfolded to the public gradually and
in opalescent tints during the coming year. Congressman Vreeland having been chosen to fire the first gun
in his speech September 8. The
bankers themselves, particularly those
of the west, seem the least likely to
approve the measure rapidly. It has
been known for months that the National City Bank of New York, the
Standard Oil Institution, has been actively advocating the central bank
idea, it being at present the biggest
bank in the United States, and a natural aspirant for "honors" at the
hands of Uncle Sam. However, some
of the strongest forces In good government have been active In proposing and supporting the central bank
idea.
A Ball of Wealth.
A billion dollars of wealth, it has
been estimated, will promenade the
waxed floors of the Auditorium theater , on t tomorrow night,
at the
"bankers'
ball,' to be attended
for an hour by President W. H. Taft,
at the conclusion of the convention
of the American' Bankers' Association
which represents bank deposits In the
United States of fully ?20,000,000,000.
The absorbing topic of social gossip
now is the fact that ancestry and social prestige were discarded, with
some friction, in making up the Invitation list. To the families who are
labeled "exclusive" the function is
called hopelessly "mixed" because of
their failure to set
pace In this ball. Prompted by wls- ,

FOR

DEEP

WATERWAY PROJECT
INTERNAL COMMISSION WILL REPORT AGAINST ENORMOUS V
EXPENDITURES

COMING

ISSUE

NATIONAL

Financiers Now In Session In Chicago
to Take up for Discussion the Plan
' for a Central Bank Opposition to
It Almost Certain In the West-Stan- dard
Oil Institution Would Profit by It.
V
Chicago, Sept. 15. A serious blow
to the
deep waterway project from Chicago to New Orleans is foreseen tn the forthcoming
report of the Internal Waterway Commission which will disapprove of enormous expenditures for waterway Improvements until the present control
by railways of waterway terminals
has been restored to the publU-- . Commercial interests of Chicago,
St.
.Louis and other cities have failed to
sustain public interest in the great
waterway '"fourteen feet through the
valley", and Its champions In congress have been very dubious whether the big appropriations so much
needed can be secured when public
Interest is lagging. Recently the tentative decision of the Internal Waterway Commission to report against
until terminal
large appropriations
docks and wharves have been secured has made the prospect very
gloomy to those on the Inside ; at
Washington.
During- the period of
traffic depression the railways are
eaid tohave quietly discouraged the
development of waterway transportation although the roads lose money
on some classes of bulky tonnage
which- - can be carried by water far
cheaper and with relief to the railways when equipment la in great demand. The railways are now in command of the situation, for the docks
In Ml important cities of the west are
novf In their absolute control. This
Is true along the Chicago and Calumet rivers, in consequence of which
the railroads have diverted each year
Lakes-to-the-Gu- lf

A

I

ultra-fashlona-

Write NOW For

FREE

LYD1A E. PINKHAM'S
PRIVATE TEXT BOOK

80-PA-

PECULIAR TO

AILMENTS

GE

WOMEN

BOOK
THeIydiaE

Lydia E. .Pinkliam's
Private Text-Boo- k
Upon Ailments,
Peculiar to Women

Pihkham Medicine Co.

lynn massachusetts

Send Now
Why You Should
diseases
those
all

This book is a treatise on
peculiar to
and
in
are
women. They
simple language,
plain
fully explained
that anyone can understand, and instructions for a complete
course of home treatment
k
at hand
In a word, with Lydia E. Pinkham's Private
for
cause
have
no
need
of
in
case
to
refer
to
need, you
anxiety
Text-Boo-

about your ailments.

t

The Danger of Delay

-

Any woman who possesses this book has at hand such information as may save her a serious illness, and if she ij already ill, it
will give her an intelligent understanding of her case and suggest
k
not a mere advertising pamphlet.
a cure. This book is a
Until you have read it, you cannot make sure of the exact
nature of your trouble. A great many women suffer from some
complaint, which may not seem very serious to them, because they
or to what it may lead.
do not know what it is
Perhaps you are one of these women. Do not remain in doubt
send for this book and find out for yourself.
another day
This book is written in the kindly sympathetic spirit that guided
Mrs. Pinkham in all her actions towards her suffering sisterhood,
and you will feel when you are reading it as though you were
having a confidential chat with some motherly and trustworthy
.
woman friend."
.Remember, your letter will be treated as strictly private and
confidential and the book will be posted to you in a perfectly plain
envelope, without any printing on the outside.
text-boo-

"

Fill Up This Coupon

while you think of it. Don't wait till by
Cut out this Coupon at once"
and by or you may forget it It may be the means of saving you from
years of Suffering
perhaps from death itself.
Fill in your name and address and end it along to the Lydia E. Pinkham
Medicine Co., Lynn, Mass. It will bring you Mrs. Pinkham's
in a plain envelope by return of post, absolutely free.
PRIVATE TEXT-BOOName--
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Most grateful 'and comforting is
a warm bath with Cuticura Soap
and gentle anointings with Cuticura. This pure, sweet, economical treatment brings immediate
relief and refreshing sleep to
and disfigured little ones
and rest to tired, fretted mothers.
For, eczemas, rashes, itchings,
irritations and cKafings, Cuticura
Soap and Cuticura Ointment are
worth their weight in gold.
skin-tortur-

?rF0R 8ALE

BY
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-

SCHAEFER AND RED CROSS

ed

,

Sold throughout the world. Depots: London. 87.
Charterhouse Sq.; Paris. S, Rue de la Pali; Australia. B. Towns 4 Co., Sydney; India. B. K. Paul.
Calcutta: Cblna, Hong Kong Drug Co.: Japan.
Maruya. Ltd., Toilo; Russia, Ferreln, Moscow:
Bo. Africa, Lennon, Ltd., Cape Town, etc: U.S.A.
rotter Drug chem. Corp, Bole Prop. Boston

dom gleamed during the recent Wil
liam Barrett Ridgley controversy In
Kansas City when feminine social
jealousy was dragged Into fields financial, the forthcoming function has
been framed up on a' money guage.
The list of patronesses includes the
various branches of the McCormlck,
the Crane and the Field families, and
the families of Russell (J. Tyson,
Chauncey J. Blair, Watson Blair,
Chauncey Keep, Albert J. Earling, Or
son Smith, Ernest A. Hamlll, J. Ogden Armour, Samuel McRoberts, Joy
Morton; Moses J. Wentworth, John
S. Runnells,: Charles L. Hutchison,
John C. Black, Byron Lathrop, Solo
mon Smith, Calvin Durand and Edward L. Ryerson.
Postal Savings Banks
Brightening prospects for the pos
tal savings bank bill which will be
in' the limelight during the next se8'
sion of congress are' seen In tt& In
creasing majority for the measure In
both house and senate disclosed by
letters to the Postal Savings Bank
League-whosin the
headquarters
First National Bank , building have
taken on a stir of campaign activity.
Western' members of "congress are in
general arrayed against those from
New England and other eastern
states on the question, but Senator
D. J. Foster of Vermont, among oth
ers, has admitted1 to Chairman George
H. Currier of the League, that the
people of the United States in gen
eral need the postal bank system.
"Whether we get the necessary legis
lation is going to depend very large
ly upon the attitude of the south and
west," declared Senator Foster. "New
England, for instance, has ample sav
ings bank facilities. And I very
much doubt whether a postal savings
bank would be patronized . here in
New England. In fact, I am firmly
of the opinion that it would not be
patronized by our people to any ex
tent Our savings Institutions are
conservative, they are well managed,
they pay as a rule four per cent. On
the other hand, the west and south
have not, I suppose, the savings
bank facilities that we enjoy. If they
unite in favor of the necessary le
gislation we shall get it. It seems to
me that such a bank would be of special advantage in our large cities
where we have so many, foreign born
In my Judgment they would
people.
patronize the government's savings
bank."
Wonderful Stenographic Work
The recorded voice of convention,
which becomes epidemic east and west
at this season, the conventions on irrigation, farming and conservation.
reform conventions and trade conventions of all kinds, now is being ground
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the thousand pages in Chica
which now is the- - stenographic
center of the country. Expert report
ing has become specialized until one
man, Alex. A. Norton of this city, i3
said to "do" not les3 than' 50 con
ventions In a season beside protracted
hearings before Judicial bodies. Other
experts swell the total of typewritten
pages to an astounding figure.' Human endurance is taxed to the limit
nf this work, sometimes requiring con
tinuous work of "24 hours and more.
But nowadays- - the expert par excellence is a man who, emulating Julius
Caesar, can dictate from his stenographic notes to two or three typewriter operators working simultaneously full speed. Most of the big convention proceedings, however, are
confided to graphophone records and
transcribed from them at the convenience of the typewriter operators who
reel off as many as 50 pages an hour
from the "canned" remarks of speakers wiose words were caught first in
shorthand and then repeated by expert into the mouthpiece of swiftly
moving machines.
Chance for Young Women '
For a scholarship at either Oxford,
Cambridge, or London Universities,
which has been announced by the
education committee of the General
Federation of Women's Clubs many
western young women, including several from Chicago, will compete. The
age of 27 years and marriage' are limitations set upon eligibility, of am
bitious young women graduates who
will attempt the examinations, which
are the same as those required of
men competing for a Rhodes scholar
to announcement
ship. According
made good health and good morals
are required along with scholastic attainments. Examinations
for
this
scholarship are to begin October 19
in every state of the United States,
candidates having even ' now notified
Mrs. Francis Squire' Potter, ' of the
University of Minnesota, the secre
tary, of intention to file credentials.
All must be graduates, of American
colleges and years of research work
are ahead of them in a stiff course of
study. Keen rivalry among state fe
derations regarding this competition
is expected. Announcement of the
departure in the field of woman's activities contains the following: "The
papers are read and rated at Oxford
by the official examiners, and returned to the national chairman. The
committee of selection then will submit the names of the successful competitors to state federation officers,
who determine which one of their
candidates shall be deemed in scholarship and promise of distinction to
best represent the interests of their
stateThe final selection between
various state candidates shall rest
with the committee of selection. Any
state may submit a candidate, but if
the choice should finally rest between
a candidate from a state which has
contributed towards the scholarshlD
and a candidate from' a
ing state, then preference shall be
given to the candidate from, the con
tributlng state."
toy
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NEW MEXICO'S

Largest Wholesale nouse
GEIARLES ILFELD

INCORPORATED 1900
WHOLESALE

COHOT

Distributing Agents of
'Jno. Deere

IMPLEMENTS
McCormio
Deering
Champion

MACHINERY
Moline
Studebaker

WAGONS

VEHICLES

American,

Elwood

STOCK FENCE
Genuine Glidden

BARB WIRE
LAS VEGAS,

SANTA ROSA, N. M.

rt.-M-

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

Wholesalers of
General Merchandise
Men's, Boys' and Children's Clothing a Specialty.
Mail Orders Promptly Filled.

ani

GROSS, HELL Y

CO.

(Incorporated)

WHOLESALE MERCHANTS
and Dealer In- j
WOOL, HIDES and PELTS

,

House at
EamtLa Vega; M.M., Albuquerque, M. Mm, Tuoumoarl,
Mm Mm,
Peoo; Mm Mm, Logan, Mm Mm, Trinidad, Q&SotrmSo

BAIN WAGONS, the Boat Farm Wagon mado
FlACIXE-- S

ATTLEY CO.,

Vehicles

NAVAJO BLANKETS

Ketair prices:

,

1,000 lbs., or more, each delivery, 20c per 100 lbs.
(,000 lbs., to 3,000 lbs., each delivery, 25c per 100 lbs.
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs., each deIivery,.3oc per 100 Ibsi
50 lbs., to 200 lbs., each delivery, 40c per 100 lbs.
Less than 50 lbs., each delivery,
50c per 100 lbs.

PURA COMPANY

AQUA

Harvesters, Storersand Distributors of Natural Ice, the
made
as Vep;a
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FAT FOLKS

Coughi, Celda, Croup, La Grippe, Athm. Throat
rn4 Lunr Trouble. Frerents Fnaumotria and Ceaturaptiaa
--

out

TOR LITTLE

i VfKW

Cure

WEDNESDAY,

East Las Vegas People Should Learn purity and lasting qualities of which have
famous.
Office: 701 Douglas avenue.
to Detect the Approach of KidDisease.
ney
The symptoms of kidney troublu are
so unmistakable that they leave no
ground for doubt Sick kidneys ex
crete a thick, cloudy, offensive urine,
full of sediment, irregular r.f passage
or attended by a sensation of cald-lnThe back
aches
constantly,
headaches and" dizzy spells iaay oc
cur and the victim is ofton weighed
down by a feeling of languor and fa
tigue. Neglect these warnings and
there is danger of dropsy, Brtght's
disease or diabetes. Any one
of
these symptoms is warning enocgh to
begin treating the kidneys at ince.
Delay often proves fatal.
You can use no better remedy than
Doan's Kidney Pills. Hero's Eaat Las
Vegas proof:
Jacob Kenestrick, 706 Lincoln ave.,
East Las Vegas, N. M., says: "My
opinion of Doan's Kidney Pills which
was . publicly expressed In a testimonial I gave in their favor two and
a half years ago remains unchanged.
Whenever I have taken Boan's Kid
ney Pills, procured from she . Center
Block pharmacy, they havj brought
me relief from annoying symptoms of
kldneyv complaint. I am glaj V give
this remedy the praise it deserves."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents. Foster-MIlburBuffalo,
Co.,
New York sole agents for the United
'
States.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other.

Browne & laiizanares

g.

Co.

WHOLESALE GROCERS

Sttdi ind Sitdtra
and Pelts.
All kinds of Native Products.
Grain Sacks, Hay Presses. '
Wholesalers of Drugs and Patent Medicines
High Explosives, Fuse and Caps.

r
WhyT

on

.

From a small heelnnlne tha n1a and
use of Chamberlain's Cough Remedy
J has extended to all parts of the United States ,and many foreign countries. Why? Because it has proved
especially valuable for coughs and
colds.. For sale by all dealers

.
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, Even if you can't set the world
Are don't be a wet blanket.
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Wool, Hides

nothing But
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h ittiltj Optic
ESTABLISHES

welfare and health of the dear public
at heart.
Sterilize the water, and submit ev
1879.
ery whiskey; chaser to a microscopic
PUBLISHED BY
examination before It slips down Into
"he Optic Publishing Company the Interior to . mingle' with those di
gestive Juices .Which.; convert pie and
IWOOBPOBATBD
W&
' other
heavy food stuffs into rich, red
M. M. PADGETT...
Boil the water which fills the
EDITOR blood.
itumblers. lest v be stricken bv that
American plague known as typhoid.
This Is toe age or sanitation and
sterilization. Remember that.
Entered at the Postoffice at East
Las Vegas, N. M., as second-clas- s
"JOKNl DOE."
matter.

.''.

RATES

OF SUBSCRIPTION.

;t

what a multitude

of

comedies,
Dally,
tragedies and blasted lives are conPer Year by Carrier........ '....$7.00 cealed from the world by the appelPer Month by Carrier
.65 lation of "John Doe."
John Doe on
Per Week by Carrier.
.20 the police court blotter means a vagrant, a drunk, a violator of the law
Weekly
une year
...$2.00 in divers ways. Petty criminals who
Six Months
1,00 drift into, jail In every city, village
and hamlet In the world, for want of
BOIL THE WATfcR
a better name, are listed as John
Doe.
Now and then the scion of
noble family, honored and reIt behooves each and every resident
and water consumer to "sterilize, the spected, travels the pace that kills,
water consumed by them and thus falls a victim to the vices of the day,
and is swept up in the net of the
prevent a possible typhoid fever epl law. Lest those who
love him someaemic in Las Vegas. The experts where, discover the fact, lest some
have announced that the germs lurk mother be bowed with grief and
concealed not in the milk pitcher but shame he enters the barred gates of
as a John Doe.
Thus every
In the water jar. Several
typhoid prison
at
police stations in cities throughfever cases have been' reported, and day
out the country come trooping in
hence
A. would the word has gone forth that It and out in motley and heterogeneous
be a safe precaution to exter
pageant, the army of John Does.
minate the disease bacteria by
fiends,
Dope
beggars, habitual
passing
up tne liquid in its natural form
drunkards, sneak thieves, hoboes and
boiling it, because there isn't one of moral perverts, who from time to
va who desire to be an inmate of the time find
lodgment in city bastlles, enhospital with typhoid fever.
ter and come out "John Doe." Only
Thla is the season of the year when for the brief moment that the police
typhoid fever stalks abroad with the magistrate Judges the offense of the
apparently most healthy ones. The soiled and tarnished culprit la the
disease Is a lingering one and very given name of that offender uttered.
often producea a consummation not He is fined or sentenced or dismissed,
devoutly to be wished. The fever in, and departing from that court room to
its mildest form plays havoc with its become a prisoner or a free man, he
victim's system and takes its time in again loses his identity.
The world
relieving the sufferer of his lndisposl knows him only as John Doe.
tion. And to think that the dread
How often Is the heart of police
malady which annually contributes its officer, police magistrate, or newspa
mite to filling the cemeteries, finds per reporter touched by the sad plight,
habitation In that cool, refreshing by the tragic narratives of these men
hen. liquid without which humanity could who make up the brotherhood of
has not exist It may seem a hardship to John Doe?
Viewing the wreckage of
pass up the bubbling springs which homes, the downfall of honest lives,
18
'
1
sparkle from the bosom 0f the good the debris of ruined hopes and lost
red earth, but this is what the medi- souls, the observer scans with pitying
cal fraternity has advised, and the eye the dark
abyss which yawns be
medical fraternity Invariably have the tween those who stand and those who
'

.....,..,..

'

-

8EPTEMBER

WEDNESDAY,

And
have fallen by the wayside.
that abytis heaped high with human
wreckage, breeds a canker in the
breast of a commonwealth, the grave
and the gutter engulfs the unfortunates, the law strikes and the gates of
prison iwlng ajar;, '..Cast adrift
upon the devious tides of human life,
ebbing and flowing, tossed by the billows of the undercurrent are the flotsam and jetsam with blighted lives
the vast multitude of unknowns listed
everywhere as John Doe.
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JEWISH NEW YEAR

A

(Continued From Page 1.)

phasis is laid upon them. The Jew
begins the New,, Year . with a clean
slate and takes all necessary steps to
make it clean. "Return to your God"
is the call. This call is symbolized
by the blowing of the "Shofar," a
ram's horn, in the synagogue.. The
sharp, 'penetrating call is expected to
awaken the consciences of all to act
to remind the Jews to return to their
God. Hence It is used on "Rosh
THE DOG NUISANCE
Hashonna."
It ,1s said also, that loud trumpet
No one seems to know definitely
just what the provisions of the dog note's were heard at the time the
ordinance are. As nearly as Mayor JgWs received the law at the foot of
Goodall can recollect, worthless can- Mount Sltlal. The reason for using
ines roaming the streets at will,, run- the jram's horn Is found in the Incining and barking at everybody and dent! which occurred when Abraham
everything in sight, may be impound- was about to offer Isaac as a sacried four days and then put to death, fice, and .the latter was saved by
unless the owners thereof take out li- (the restraining call of an angel. In
censes for their pets and have 'them 'place of that sacrifice a ram which
tagged. However, the promiscuous 'had just entered a thicket nearby
shooting of dogs on the streets should was offered.
The holidays are full of ceremonies
not be tolerated. It is too dangerous
a practice and too trying on the and symbols, each having its own
nerves of women and children. That 'significance of events In ancient Jewthe dog nuisance must be abated is ish history.
Services at Temple Montefiore will
admitted by all, but the work of extermination should be gone about, in be held this evening at 7:30 o'clock
and tomorrow morning at 10 o'clock.
a proper way.
A special choir, consisting of Misses
K.ohn and Scott and Messrs Guy and
ANOTHER SERIOUS STRIKE
Smith, led by Mrs. Charles Kohn, as
AT STEEL CAR PLANT
organist, will assist In these services.
Rabbi Jacob Raisin- - will deliver an
Pittsburg Sept 15. A new strike appropriate sermon at both the evenwas inaugurated at the Pressed Steel
ing and morning services.
Car company's plant at McKee's Rocks
Most of the Jewish merchants in
today by three thousand foreigners, this city and on the West side will
who refused to go to work unless the observe the
day by closing their
at the plant places of business from 6 o'clock this
bosses and
were discharged. The strikers claim evening until that hour tomorrow eve
that many of the men imported during ning.
the late strike have been employed
as bosses and
contrary to
The city authorities today purchasthe agreement by which the strike ed a ticket to Raton for
Mrs. Grace
was settled.
Holland, the demented woman who
has been running around town for the
'
GOVERNOR JOHN JOHNSON
past few days, and sent her that far
UNDERGOES AN OPERATION on her Journey east.
She, is desirous
of returning to her former home .and
Rochester, Minn., Sept. 15. Gov- the city fathers decided to help her
ernor John A. Johnson, of Minnesota, that far on her way.
today underwent an' operation here
for an adhesion in the abdomen, folThe valuable but vicious dog of
lowing an operation performed recent- Jack Laubach was shot by the chief
The attending of police this morning. Laubach paid
ly for appendicitis.
surgeons reported late this afternoon 125 for the dog which. was a great
that the operation was highly suc- protection to his family at night and
cessful and his recovery Is expected particularly watchful of the . children
within a short time.
when at play during the daytime.
sub-boss-

eek

If anticipating buying: a gift of Silver, Cut Glass, China or
'
the BEST.
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ILXjAUPERT, Jeweler
E. Las Vegas, N. M.

-:-

St. Louis Wool

St Louis, Sept

15.

Wool unchang-

ed; territory western mediums 23
28;- fine mediums 2224; fine 1319.
-

Chicago Provisions Market
Chicago, Sept 15. Wheat Sept 102
corn Sept 67
Dec. 98
oats Sept 40; Dec.
Dec. 60
39
pork Sept 23752395;
lard Sept 1187
Jan. 1782
Oct. 1190; ribs Sept. 1160; Oct 1140.
,

1--

4;

1--

1--

5--

1--8;

1--

I

For next two weeks we offer any low shoe in the store, whether
Children's, Women's or Men's in black, red or tan, are at a reduction of

Look at this a new model single breasted Sack Suit in gray or blown is
shown here for
.flO.OO
We can show you Suits
from
$7.50 to $25.00
-.-

tonight

0to9 at
16th.

,,W'

2.25 Children's

Now..

V ' Every Suit

$2.97

ROCHESTER

Plorsheim Patent
Colt for Men

WM

'

we have Lord
Taylors Merode and Harvard Mill makes. We can
furnish you with Union Suits
e
from 75o to $2.50, and in
Suits from 35c a garment to $3.00 each. Both
wool and cotton garments can
be found here.
For Children we have wool
Union ' Suits for Boys and
Girls, also cotton Union Suits
for boys and girls from 50c to
$1.65 each. Also cotton and
e
Suits from 15o
wool
a garment to $1.25.
For Men we have Stephens
and the Famous Superior
made garments from GOo ap
to 93.UU eacn.
two-piec-

e.

1

'

Qua lity"

All Boys'

'

-

i

:

wiute mi

v.

two-pieo-

M lei)' H' imWln-nsjx c

n view hnv

E; Las Veg as

Back of

It
Underwear for Everyone
r-

For Women

4.25

35c Values at 17ic

Stor e of
z

1

5.00

half-pric-

Th e

r

NY

a complete shock, liiris' and Boys' Hose, anv niz Hwiri n
extra good lisle finished cotton Hose. These we offer at just
Buy as many as you want.

Everyone is cordially invited to hear our
at any time.

Has Our Guarantee

&

Extra Special in Children s Hose

new records

WW

1.93

E.P REEDS,

you.

.

Patent Colt

Oxfords. Now

Genuine Navafo R.ugs and
Blankets at prices to suit

'

Absolutly the nicest styles and qualities at the
price that we have ever shown. The new, long tight
fitting back, coat is predominant with the skirts plaited
from slightly above the knee down. Any material that
you desire is at your disposal including the new Prunella
and Diagonal Suitings in any color with that Manish
effect which is to be shown so much this Fall. These
Suits vary in price from $12.50 to $45.00 each.
e
See Window display of the
Suits in new
shades at $15.50 and 17.50.

i

Ladies' Hats for Walking and dress styles to math any suit prioes, from
$2.50 to 115.00

"

night of the

Oxfords.

'

1

;'

Patent Colt

four-in-han-

Victor Phonograph

-

One-Piec-

$3 50 Ladies'

Men's Neckwear in ;
and
g
ties, some reversible,
x 85oto$2.00

and

M.
Thursday until 6P
'"
We will be open from

v

-

Per Cent

)

The Season's Newest in Ladies' Suits

(

This Store will be
closed

15

The strongest line of Comforts and Wool
Blankets ever shown here before.

We are Agents for the

000, Including 1500 southerns, steady,
native steers $4.508.10; ". southern
steers $3.404.60; southern cows
?2.504.00; native cows, heifers $2.25
5.40; stockers and feeders $3.00
6.40; bulls $2.503.50J calves $4.00
7.50; western steers $3.806.70; western cows $2.754.30.
'
Hogs 10,000, 10 lower, bulk sales
$7.758.50; heavy $8.108.30; packers and butchers $7.958.30; light
$7.708.10; pigs $6.507.50.
Sheep 8000, steady muttons $4.50
6.25$ lambs $6.1 5 7.70; range wethers $4.005.25; range ewes $3.255.

2

Silks in Roman Stripes, Persian effects
and that beautiful plain, colored, ottoman

"We Are After and We Want
Your Suit and Furnishings '
Trade This Fall

606 Douglas Avenue.

j

5--

Offered

Men

n.

Mayor K. D. Goodall and City Engineer Geo. B. Morrison made a thorough inspection of the north portion
of the city yesterday to ascertain the
best plan to be adopted to drain the
part lying north of Baca avenue. It
has been decided to start work at
once and cut drains both east and
west, draining the surplus water Jnto
the Galllnas and Arroyo Pecos. This
will prevent the watw from overflow;
Chicago Live Stock
the streets between Fifth and
Chicago, Sept 15. Cattle 19,000, ing
streets and also prevent the
Eighth
steady. Beeves $4.108.30; Texas
of cellars In that portion of
flooding
steers $4.005.25;'. western steers
the city.
feeders
stockers
and
$3.00
$4.006.50;
4.90; cows, heifers
$2.256.20;
The rummage sale for the benefit
calves $6.75g9.25.
of the Las Vegas hospital will begin
Hogs 18,000 steady, light $7.95
8.45; mixed $7.908.55; heavy $7.65 next Monday In a vacant store room
8.60; rough $7.6537.90; good choice On Bridge street, the exact location
heavy $7.908.50; pigs $7.258.20; to he announced probably tomorrow.
The ladles in charge wish to again
bulk sale $8.108.35.
call special attention to the need for
Sheep 28,000; steady, native $2.75
6.00; western $3.005.10; ' yearlings contributions of clothes and articles
$4.605.65; lambs, native $4.507.60; of various descriptions suitable for
western $4.507.60.
this sale. Those having anything
they wish to contribute to this sale,
Kansas City. Live Stock
are asked to notify some member of
Kansas City, Sept. 15. Cattle 11
the hospital board.

Final Closing Out of Oxfords

bat-win-

aod-Optlcia-

Mbmsc of Baehaira eli 5

silk. No 2 are alike.
;
.
Ladies' tailored Waists are profusely
shown. These Waists are undoubtedly to be
.
very strongly worn.

It

Metals, Money and Stocks
New York, Sept. 15. Lead easy;
430437
copper weak, standard
spot 12351250; bar silver 51
call money 2
prime paper 4
3; Mexican dollars 43. Amalgamated 82; Atchison 120, N. T. Cent
136
Sou. Pac. 128; Union Pac.
204
steel pref. 126
Steel 81

New Arrivals

"..,

-

IIARKETBEPOSTS.

The Best Bargains

7o

"

(

.

Manchester Percale, 36 inohes
wide at.
.....
j2 Jo yd.
120 Bates Seersucker Ginghams,
27 inch, at
Uo yd.
12o Amoskeag Daisy Cloth and
I0o yd.
Outing Flannels, at
American Print, fast color
Calico, at
6o yd.
8 o Amoskeag Apron Check
at
.........7o yd.
Gingham,
20o Eoonomy Linen, in all
'
............14o yd.
shades, at
120 Washable Cretonne, good
weight, at
,......10o yd.
25o Curtain Swisses and
19c yd.
Madras, at
35c Curtain Swisses and
,
24c yd.
Madrass, at
660 Madrass for Portiers and
. 490 yd.
Curtains, at
No one will be allowed to buy more '
than ten yards of the above specially
priced merchandise.

" j.

,::

Pickard's China, Hawkes Cut Glass etc. 7
Take advantage of our 1909 CASH DISCOUNT offer.
saves yott ten PER CENT on your purchase.
j ...

We are going to make this week, one that will be long remembered by those who take
advantage of this bargain sale, At no time of the year are our departments more replete
with nice clean merchandise than now. This is the month when every one should commence to prepare for the winter's cold and snow? A visit to our store will convince you of
the fact that we are a bigger, stronger firm in all ways than ever before. Every one knows
"Brcharach's way of doing things." Absolute courtesy and treatment is giving to one and
all. Come, see and be convinced that we want your business.

15o

r

- Gorham? Silver

ri

W.M.

.

1

tto

w j..11x
1

Reduced

20 Per Gent

.

1
1

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
Seligman,. of

Santa Fe, stopped off here , between
trains this afternoon, visiting friends

en route

i

,

1

,

rantee that.

CO

Telephone Main 3
BRIDGE STREET
TELEPHONE AND WE DELIVER

PERSONALS
Block is here from Detroit
J. F. Quinn'is nt the Castaneda
from Sc. Joseph.
Sam Pate arrived in town from
Rowe last evening.
Charles W. Frey is at the Eldorado
hotel from Denver.
F. H. Knight reached the city from
Xos Angetes last evening.
Attorney Charles A. Spless has been
visiting Trinidad on business.
P. W. Bumbarger arrived in town
last evening from Kansas City.
B. G. Granville came to town this
afternoon from Colorado Springs."
John D. Ellsworth was expected
home from St Louis this afternoon.
Attorney George H. Hunker has returned from a quick business trip to
Santa Fe.
C. W. Butler is, at Hotel La Pension
from Monroe Center, Iowa; F. A.
Lemon from Denver.
Raiael Romero, of Mora, returned to
this city last night from a business
trip to Trinidad, Colo.
V. a TTotildnn
n Kheen hnvfir from
for Santa Fe by
left
Lamar, Colo.,
auto stage this morning.
Mr. and.Mrs. C. T. Swaney register
at the New Optic from Detroit, Mich.;
C. G. Powers from Cleveland, Ohio.
William H. Rogers, a, popular young
man of this city, left today for Los
Angeles, where he will enter school.
N. Well came in from Santa Rosa
in ha onto last nlerht and denarted
for his home in Ocate this afternoon.
Mr, and Mrs. Jake Stern returned
to the city last evening frem California, where they had been spending
)
the summer.
t
Miss Teresa Long, wno is employed
as a teacher in Bethany college at
Topeka, will leave tomorrow for her
post of duty.
Mrs. George Kilmer, formerly Miss
Edith Rothgeb, who has been visiting her mother and brother here, ac
C.

.

ATURDAY night
is the night when
ALL the little
ones are given what the
French call "The Grand

S'

Bath" a thorough
cleansing
toe.

!

from top to

In this weekly

.

func-

tion, Ivory Soap plays

an important part.

.

A white soap, it yields' a
white lather a lather
that cleanses but does not
harm.
snow

'

Ivory Soap
It Floats

M

east

"

Herbert representing the Ar
mour Packing Co., with headauartera
in this city, mm a
o
Fe last night.
Mrs. G. H. Kinkel returned last
evening from California., where sh
had spent a number of weeks at a
seaside resort,
t V .' p
. ...
who ia now proprietor of a country store at Levy
station, left in return to that place
this afternoon.
G. W. and Emery.
Griggs came
down from. Raton yesterday to look
alter some large land deals in which
they are interested.
Judge E. V. Long' reached home last
night from a trip which Included
French, Tucumcari, Santa Fe and
other territorial points.
Mrs. John S. Clark, Mrs. W. B. Bunker and Lawrence D. Clark spent the
day with Mrs., N. S. Belden, at the
Belden home on the mesa.
Attorney WG. Haydon, who had
been in Santa Fe looking after the
interests of the public schools of this
city, came home last night
Sol Luna, the prominent politician
and sheepman of Valencia county,
passed through the city last night
to Denver from Albuquereque.
Dave Winternitz and wife are contemplating spending the winter away
from home, visiting Arizona, Virginia,
New Tork and California on their trip.
"Cecil "Boucher took his departure
this afternoon for Manhattan, Kansas, where he will buckle down' to
hard study at the state agricultural
college.
Don Raymundo Martinez, a prominent ranchman of the Red River section, is in town on matters which will
come up in the probate court tomorrow morning.
D. T. Hoskihs, cashier of the San
Miguel National bank, is in Santa Fe
attending a meeting of the board of
penitentiary commissioners, of which
he is a member.
Mr. and Mrs. Howell Givens,
who
had been the guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Rogers at 1315 Tenth street,
departed for their home in Denver
this afternoon.
,'
Charles Bullard, who owns a body
of land on the mesa, arrived here yes
terday from Paris, 111., with a car
load of stock, farm implements and
household effects.
Andy Stortz has returned from a
visit to his parents at Stonewall, Las
Animas county, Colo., making the trip
overland in five days, driving a span
of fine
John Stein 'and family were due to
return to the Castaneda hotel from
California thin afternoon. Mr. Stein
la a division superintendent for the
Harvey eating house people.
Louis Rosenthal, son of Charles
Rosenthal, will leave for Pasadena,
Cal., tomorrdw afternoon, where he
will enter an educational institution
and study to be an electrician.
Rev. P. D. Yochum,, pastor of the
African M. E. church in this city and
Santa Fe, left for Boulder this after
noon to attend his annual conference.
Hewill be absent till next Tuesday.
E. ID. Raynolds, cashier of the First
National bank, has returned home
from a trip to Los Angeles, Cal., on
which pleasure was combined with
business, the two fitting nicely to
'.
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FIVE

Holiday san ivupeiOTiona IBank!
t
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OAPITAL PAID

t.

three-year-old- s.

gether.
Mrs. Luclen Rosenwald and two
children returned to their home In
Kansas City today. They had been in
the Meadow City for the past three
months visiting Mr. and Mrs. E.
Rosenwald.
Mrs. N. C. Smith, wife of the Santa
Fe division storekeeper here, depart
ed this afternoon for Denver, where
she will be joined by her mother and
sister, the three visiting the Seattle
r
fair together.
Mrs. W. B. Stapp and baby, family
of the deputy district court clerk and

acVAirar
.WWU
Wl (AO

:1

mm

T

M CUNNINGHAM,
Prtsldant
FRANK SPRINGER, Vloe PrMldant

J.

Our Store will be
closed all day -Thursday ;
until
6 P.M.

'

D. T. HOSKINS,
B. JANUARY,

f,,

SURPLUS
tmtmn
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Q.
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Cashtsr.
Asst. Cathlsr,

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

?

MONEY TOO HANDY

U

to got at is too bandy to qpend for things not needed.

s

o
0

MONEY IN

THE LAS VEGAS SAVINGS

t

y

BANK

is safer than anywhere else you can put it and you'll think
twice about taking it out to buy any but necessary things. It
doesn't take long to spend $100, one at a time. It doesn't take
long to save it the same way.

Los Vegas Savings Bank

O

Sevn Miguel Na.tion.eJ Dank.

9

OFF1CK WITH

'

O
O

'

ADDITION AL LOCAL NEWS

' Clyde Gensler, who is employed as
an' assistant foreman on the Comstock
Opposite Y. M. C. A.
farm, east of the city, is reported
Very ill and threatened with typhoid
assistant to the sheriff, departed this fever.
afternoon on a visit to relatives and
a
friends in St, Louis and at other A marriage license was issued at
the county clerk's office yesterday to
Will
points in Missouri.
Mrs. Henry G. Coors and litue Marcos Delgado, of Canon del Agua,
daughter, Dorothy, accompanied Miss and Miss Monica Lucero, of Las ConM. W.
Mary Coors, who is en route to New chas.
York, as far as Clovis, N. M., where
L K. Lewis, the local representathey will visit Attorney H. G." Coors,
of several eastern tailoring
tive
Jr., a son of Mrs. Coors.
thirteen years ago and since then
Albino Baca drove to town yester- houses, now has his office in O. M. had made her home with an aunt In
Cleaning
Vvard'a
store
and
cigar
confectionery
day from El Pino ranch with a wagon
Washington. She was a lovable girl
t
load of products of the soil in his on Railroad avenue.
and during her visit In Las Vegas Clothes
Cleaned,
Dyed
vicinity, and left for Mora this mornIra Hazzard, a former Las Vegas made many friends who will learn
ing to swap products with the ranchreal
estate agent with a fat bank ac- with deep regret 'of her untimely
men in the adjoining county.
death.
J. W. Thompson, of Marion, Ohio, count, is now residing with his family
Repaired.
who is interested with H. W.' Garber- at Redlands, Cal. The Hazzards spent
A large American horse has been
Made
as
summer
at
Catallna
the
where
good as new. Four
Island,
son in the development of the Hertaken up by Felipe Gonzales at Los
in Paris,
met
were
Las
years
experience
by
Vegas
people
mit mining properties, has returned they
Ojitos Frios, In the vicinity of the
to town from the mountains, where during the season.
old Herrera ranch, about seven miles
N.
he had been inspecting the mines.
south of this city. The animal can
Phone Main 22i
Street
Bridge
John H. York has obtained judgC. N. Blatikwell, cashier of the First
be 'recovered by its owner upon the
ment
Wm.
E.
Denlston
for
against
National bank of Raton, went over to
of a small expense account
costs amounting payment
Santa Fe yesterday to attend the con 131.95, with accrued
incurred for instance, the
already
to $17, and the sheriff has .attached
cost of this notice.
vention of New Mexico bankers, ac
horses and two cows which will
three
companied by Mrs. Blackwell and be
spld.to the highest bidders on Oc
E. M. Bagwell, who is drilling a
their daughter,; Miss Marlon Black- tober
1 to secure the payment of judg
i
' :
well for Montgomery Bell at his res!
well,
ment and costs of suits.
dence on the West side, has reached
Miss Lilly Waddingham, of New
a depth of 230 feet The drill has
Wilson
a
daughter of the late
York,
The leading Jewish merchants of
Waddingham of pleasant memory, ar- town and city will close their busi passed through two stratas of coal
rived here last night on a visit to ness establishments from 6 o'clock unmistakably, the last one being at
least four feet In thickness., The waChief Justice Wm. J.. Mills and fam- this
evening till the same hour
which now rises to Within twenty- ter
ily. Miss Waddingham is a sister of
evening on account of Jewish five feet of the
top of the shaft is
Mrs. Mills.
New. Year's, notwithstanding the fact
'
with minerals,
Mrs. Edward Sporleder and two that the railroad
impregnated
strongly
pay checks will be A
gallon of It has been sent to Topesons, Charles H. Jr., and Ernest, of on tap tonight and tomorrow.
i
If the owner can get his
ka by Superintendent J. M. Kurn to
La Junta, Colo., are expected to ar
price. Sometimes owners
''"'"
be analyzed.
rive tomorrow from Tucson, Arizona,
The ladles of the city are prepar
are forced to sell. You'll
They will visit for a few weeks with ing to put on an opera sometime dur
find good buying and sell- C. H. Sporleder and daughter, Miss
"I'm surprised at you!"
ing the month of October for the pur
liouise Sporleder.
"What's the matter nowT"
ing opportunities in the
pose of procuring funds to build a
Hallett Raynolds, assistant cashier
"I 'hear you've invited your grocer
coping around Hlllslte park and oth
to your daughter's wedof the First National bank of Las erwise Improve this beauty
spot and butcher
Vegas, and secretary of the New Mex It is their intention as soon as this ding breakfast?"
ico Bankers' association, is accom work is completed to take up the
"Well, what of that?"
"Think of what you owe ' society,
panied to Santa Fe by Mrs. Raynolds matter of Improving Lincoln park.
man!"
on the occasion of the annual meeting
"Yes, but think what I owe my
of the body of moneyed men of the An examination to secure ellgibles
'
territory.
to fill vacancies as they may occur as grocer and butcher." Judge.
Thos.' J. Walton arrived in the city assistant forest ranger in the forest
Wife John, the hens have scratch
yesterday from Mora, accompanying service In the department of agricul
his sister, Miss Elaine Hall, who left ture will be held In the following ed up that egg plant seed you sowed.
Meat Market
for ber home in Kansas City. alsoi cities of New Mexico on October 25
Hub Darn 'em!
Jealousy, I sup
Mrs. Elizabeth Rawllngs, who was and 26, 1909:
Alamogordo, Albuquer pose. Boston Transcript
returning to ner home in El Pa.so, que, Capitan, : Gallup, Magdalena,
Texas, in which city her husband Is a Santa Fe and Silver City.
Drink MacBeth mineral water while BestK. C. Meats, Native' Beef,
practising physician.
the city water Is bad and regain you?
Fresh Fish, Chickens,
Herbert W. Cantrill, manager of The fact of the approaching mar health. Telephone purple 6362.
Smoked Meat.
the Postal Telegraph company, who riage Of two popular young people of
A good piano for rent 413 Tenth
has been enjoying the simple life, to this city has become known to friends
AM ADO HIDALGO, Cutter
gether with his family, for ten days but as the nuptials have not as yet street
Phone Main 450
,
past, spending most of the time at been formally announced, The Optic
Meat
The Optic leads; others tag.
Mora and vicinity, is back at his will continue to be wise as to their
desk. He was much benefited by the intentions, but will keep the secret
trip and is in good shape to attend to in mind for a few days longer till
his strenuous duties at the key again. the cat is Jet out of the bag.
Harry W. Kelly left for Topeka this
J. H. York, F. C. Wesner, L. H.
afternoon, accompanying his daughter,
Miss Helen Kelly, that far on her re Mosimann and Margarito Romero re:
turn to school at Washington, D. C. ceived notice from the bureau of fishlbs
or
more
each
2,000
delivery 20c per hundred
From the Kansas capital city Miss eries at Colorado Springs yesterday,
to
ids.
3Uc
on
4,VW
car
i.uuu
a
here
arrive
would
fish
'
Kelly will first go to New York and that
to
"
"
lbs.
200
1,000
40c
1
t5
No.
and
the
17th,
Friday
tram;
Boston in company with Mrs. J. E.
to 200 lbs. "
50
"
to
their
al
50c
receive
the
beAt
depot
Miss
and
Hildegrade
daughter,
Hurley
, Less than
50 lbs.
"
it
ordered the
75c
Hurley, who enters school in the.Jat-- J lotment. Mr.. York has
black speckled, Mr. Wesner the raln- ter city.
&
oow7tand Mr. Mosimann the brook
Phone
Main
227
will be placed in
It Is encouraging to the people, re trontspecies. They
and Sapello rivers.
Galllnas
the
siding In the southeastern part of the
county, as well as to the merchants
Friends "in this city have received
ot the city, to know that the county
commissioners have just visited 'Ro- - the sad announcement of the death
meroIlle in a body and inspected the of Miss Florence H. Mason, who' left
"
boggy places in the road which make here last April for her home in the
,
It almost impassable. It is a positive east after an extended ' visit to her
shame and disgrace that this piece ot aunt Mrs. N. B. Tucker. Miss Mason
We are now making the finest beer in the Southwest " Boost
:,
road has been neglected for so many died in the tuberculosis hospital In
weeks and months, "notwithstanding Pittsburg, Pa., Saturday last after a home industry and telephone your4 orders tans for either keg or
the appeals that have been made to lingering illness. The deceased was
born in Clevelandwhere her' falfier
those in authority in thWiioaff
'
'
PHONES MAIN 67, 61 and 32.
:
practiced law until his death some
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THE
HYGEIA ICE
MADE FROMPURE DISTILLED WATER

Fall and
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Mobile, Ala.

methods daring the
many years of our
dealings have proven ? .
f
the wisdom pf trad- ;
ine with us. Whiln
working for a business we .have been V ;
working for av repu-- -.
tation; we have gain- I ed it and it will be$$
t upheld. Every deal
with us is a satisfac:
tory deal we gua-

-
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companied by her little son, Hugh, de- purcea tnis afternoon for her home in
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WANT ADS ARE IMPORTANT to YOU

In the early part of, June, 1850,
Alexander Majors loaded his over
land freighting train, consisting of
ten wagons drawn by 130 oxen, at
Kansas City, with "merchandise des
tined for Santa Fe, N. M., a distance
of 800 miles. After being out some
eight or ten daya he arrived, one
evening at a stream called One Hun
dred and Ten and camped for the
First Insertion 5 Cents a line
20 Cents Per Line By Week -- 50 Cents Per
night At early dawn on the follow'
ing morning he arose and rode
C
ln.uMwu.unmrmw
By. HODtlL
around what he supposed to be all
the herd, but, in rounding them up
discovered that a number of them
were missing. He then made a circle leaving the one he had herded
together.
Illustrated Settlement 10 Payment Life.
"I had not traveled far," said Mr.
Majors in relating the Incident,
"when I struck the trail of the miss
I
4- ing oxen which was very plain.
la what every advertiser1 wants
a
at
horse
and
ride
could
my
gallop
f for his money. He gets It from
follow It. In a mile I discovered the
tracks of Indian ponies. I thought of
the fact that I was unarmed, not con
4- B. H. ROBISON, President
sidering It necessary to take my gun
Omaha, Nebraska, IJ. 8.
when I left the wagons as I only ex
pected to go a few hundred yards. We
'
4- had not yet reached the territory
They are certain money, getLindsay, Neb., June, 8, 1909.
ters. They bring quick and
where we would expect to meet hosTHE BANKERS RESERVE LIFE CO.
tile Indians, so I went ahead of the
satisfactory returns. Advertis'.-.Omaha, Nebr.
ers say so the checking sheet
trail, thinking it was some half- proves It Try one today and
friendly ones that had driven my
Kindly continue my Policy No. 1509 issued May 9, 1899,
oxen away in order to get a fee for
be convinced.
on my life as a paid up policy with loan privilege. I desire to
finding and bringing them back again.
state that the settlement on this 'policy exceeds my expectation, '
I expected to ' overtake them at
TELEPHONE MAIN 2
the surplus being in excess of estimate given when poh'cy was
4- any moment, for the trail was fresh.
written.
Passing through a skirt of timber
This has been a cheaper insurance to me than any assessdivided one section of the open
that
.
ment I have. '
prairie from the other, I overtook
head of my oxen resting
thirty-fou- r
Joseph H. Engelka.
travel. About, sixty yards
from
their
THE
SURPLUS EARNED EXCEEDED THE ESTIMATE
WANTED Job in store by
to the east of the cattle were six
Good references.
boy.
Call up
For Rates and Information Write
painted Indian braves, who had dis'
Walter Bierman, West. side.
mounted from their horses, each one
leaning against his horse, with his
WANTED Good girl
for ... general
right hand resting upon his saddle,
housework. R. A. Morley,. 1023 7.
. New Mexico
and Arizona
ptheir guns "being in the left. I came
'
Pioneer Buildingr
upon them suddenly, the timber preEast
Las
M.
Vegas, N,
WANTED Position as housekeeper
venting them from seeing me until
by honest woman near Las Vegas,
l was within a few yards tcf them.
not too far In country. Address T. C.
"Throwing up my hand I went In
rain.
Oimstead, Scott and Sullivan,
BASEBALL SCORES
B., 607 S. 2nd street, Albuquerque,
a
lope around my oxen, giving some
Payne; Abies and Clarke.
N.M.
hideous
yells,, and Hold the cattle
bcore v
R. H. E,
could
go back to the wagons on)
HOW THEY STAND
they
20 ,000 000 2 5
Washington
had come. They at
the
trail
they
Boston .,
..000 203 00 5 9 3
once heeded me and started. I nevNational League
Oberlin
and Street; Collins and
FOR RENT One bedroom 921
er saw six meaner and more surprisWon.Lost.Pct. Donohue.
ed looking men than those six bucks
95 36 .731
Pittsburg
were, for I think they thought I had
91 42 .684
Western League
FOR RENT Two cozy housekeeping Chicago
an armed, party just behind me or 1
61'
New York
.598
...76
First game
R. H. E.
rooms. 414 Seventh street
not have acted so courageously
would
Cincinnati .. ...
..66 65 .504 Wichita
. ..000 000 0202
9
So I followed my cattle,
as
did.
I
".64 70 .477 Topeka.
.........203 020 10 8 13
FOR RENT Store room, No. 618 Philadelphia
were ready to take their way
which
83
.362
Louis
..........47
Brennan and Jokerst;
Boles and back and left the six savages in disSixth street Inquire W. B. Bunker. St
Brooklyn
......47 84 .359 Kerns, .
.
may." Field and Farm.
Boston
..........37 92 .287 Second game
R. H. E.
FOR RENT Suite furnished house-- i
Wichita ........000 100 0203 8 0
keeping rooms, electric light bath.
A Sprained Ankle
American League
'
. 000 000 0011
t 0
Topeka
508 Main avenue.': ".J
.
As
treated a sprained ankle
usually
Won.Lost.Pct.
Shane? and Armstrong; Kaufman
will disable the Injured person for a
47 .652 and Kerns.
88
. . . .'. .....
Detroit
FURNISHED ROOMS, all modern
Cham-- ;
R. H. E. month or more, but by applying
Scor- econveniences. Peter Murphy, 910 Philadelphia ............84 BO .627
;
the
Liniment
and
berlaln's
observing
"'
79
56
,585 Omaha .. ......310 000 0004 10 1
Boston
'."'
Fourth street
';;,
Cleveland . .....v.. ...... 68 69 .497 Sioux City ......022 322 00 9 14 3 directions with each bottle faithfully,
in most cases, be effected
a cure
67 67. .500
Chicago ...
Lower, Patton and Gonding; Alder- in less may,
than one week's time. This
"
452
73
.
.
New York
.......60.
man, Chabeck and Towne, Shea.
liniment is a most remarkable prepa'
57 76 ,429
R. H. E. ration; try it for a sprain or a bruise,
Score
St Louis . . ,
FOR SALE OR RENT A first-clas- s
010 203 10
7 8 2 or when laid up with chronic or mus...34 99 .256 Lincoln
upright' Kimball piano.. Apply 1013 Washington
rheumatism, and you are certain
000
Des Moines .....000
0000 2 3 cular
Eleventh street
to be delighted with the prompt relief
Western League
McGrath and Nunnemaker; Miller, which it affords. For sale by all deal
"x
ers.
Won,LostPct. McGregor and McManus.
FOR SALE Correct; fall and winter
.86 50 .632
trimmed hats, shapes, trimmings. Sioux City
A . woman's husband
sometimes
American Association
.82 , 51 .617
frames, etc. Reasonable prices, Mrs. Des Moines
causes. her, almost as much worry as
60 .548
Columbus--Columb.
.
.
5
Omaha
Paul
,73,
At
St
509
H. Forbes,
th street; ,
her dressmaker.
.65 66. .496 0.
Topeka . . .
.451
73
.60
...
Denver
At
2;
FOR SALE My residence. 1011. SavIndianapolis Indianapolis
.63 72 .467 Minneapolis 3.
A
WAY
nth street 7 rooms,' ; hot . v water Wichita ...
............53 80 v v399 At Toledo Toledo 7; Kansas City
,
heated, best block and on best Lincoln
"
6. ;
'"street 'In city. Also' some house- Pueblo
,,...51 81
hold , furniture. Call - at residence
At Louisville First gamei Louis
Poor eluded victims!
In afternoons. W. M. Lewis. .
ville 7; Milwaukee 3. Second game
YESTERDAY'S GAMES
Continually sprinkling and spraying
Louisville 2; Milwaukee !.
' National
and stomach dosing.
...
League
FOR SALE At a reasonable price,
'
What are you doing it for?
R. H. E.
Score
82 head of cattle fn excellent condi
to
kill
the
NATIVE
AGED
catarrh
FARMER
Trying
germs?
0
6
000
...040
0004
tion. Call on or address J. D. Chicago
Might just as well try to kill a cat
KILLED IN A RUNAWAY
Cincinnati ... ...000 000 0000 1
Ve
So.
Pacific
Las
St
Kavanaugh,
with fresh milk.
Brown and Archer;
Gaspar and
gas,
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept 16. On last Sticking a piece of chewing gum In
Roth.
the upper left hand corner - of the
R. H. E. Sunday morning at Santa Cruz, a naeScorSALE
FOR
Gentle, family driving
right ear would slaughter - Just as
.
,000 000 0000 5 1 tive by the name of Rafael de' Herrera
and saddle horse, also two seated Philadelphia
many germs. ".
Brooklyn .......100 000 0001 3 2 was driving with his daughter, Miss You can't kill the
germs that cause
buggy and harness. Price right P. O. v Moore and Efooln; Rucker and Mar Encarnacion de Herrera, to the
parish catarrh unless
P. O. Box 88.
you get where they
mass.
on
church
the
While
to
hear
shall.
are.
'
R. H. E. way it started to rain and the
FOR SALE Legal blanks ' of ail de
Score
. You
can get, where the germs' are
2
6
000 000 0000
daughter attempted to open up ah
scription. Notary seals and record New York
by
breathing
Hypmei, the powerful
:
3
umbrella. At this the horse became
.002 000 10
Boston
at the Optic office.
which Is preyet
soothing
antiseptic,
.
and Meyers; Browns and frightened and dashed suddenly for-Marquard
to
kill
catarrh
pared
germs.
especially
OLD newspapers for sale at The Osward.
The shock threw both occuShaw.
Just breathe) it in, that's all. It gives
uc orace, m cents a Dunaie.
pants of the wagon through the air, joyful relief in five minutes. It is
The old man landed head first
American League
guaranteed by E. G. Murphey to cure
R. H. ,E. against the wall of an adobe house. catarrh, 'or money back.
Score
101 000 0002 8 0 his brains being dashed out, killing
Detroit
It is sold by leading druggists
011 000 0013 9 4 him Instantly. The daughter in her everywhere.
LOST, STRAYED OR STOLEN A St. Louis
A complete outfit In'
fall received very serious injuries, cluding inhaler, costs $1.00. Extra
black cokle spaniel pup. Return to
Killlan and Stanage; Bailey and
415 Railroad avenue and receive lib
which, according to reports,'; will bottles, 50c. Cures sore throat, coughs
Smith.
eral reward.
R. H. E. cause her death also. '
and colds.
First game
"I take special pride in recommendPhiladelphia ....100 001 0035 8 0
000 000 004 4 9 0 DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
BUILDING PROPOSALS
New York
ing Hyomei to asthmatic sufferers, as
REPORTS TEACHER SHORTAGE 1 know by experience that It Is a
000 000 0044 9
Sealed proposals will be received by New York
Santa
and
and
Bender
Fe, N. M., Sept 15. The su remedy that cures. I have not since
Thomas; Warhop
the Board of Regents of NM. Normal
'
of public instruction re using Hyomei had any recurrence of
perintendent
2
m.,
until
Sweeney.
p.
September
University
Second game
,R. H. E. ports a dearth of teachers in many asthma." Mrs. Wm. Burton, Owosso,
28th, 1909, for a Dormitory Building.
000 101 013 10 0 counties, notably In Guadalupe, Union Mich, June 2, 1909.
Proposals to be addressed In care Philadelphia
002 000 002 6 1 and Quay counties. It will be difficult
of E. W. HarC architect E. Las Ve New York
mm
'
be
can
In
called
Game
from
eighth inning on ac to enforce the compulsory education
gas, N. M.,
whpm plans
The Board reserves the count of darkness. Coombs and Liv law in districts where teachers for the
obtained.
public schools cannot be procured.
Tight to reject any or all bids.
ingston; Hughes and Klelnow.
This
in the face of the fact that morel
E.
H.
R.
Score,
It relieves stomach misery, sour stom004 0004 5 1 teachers attended
normal institutes ach,
Chicago ( "
belching, and cures all stomach dis
000 2024 ' 6 Bland
were granted certificates to ease or money back. Large box of tabIf a girl laughs and grows fat the Cleveland
CO
lets
cents. Druggists In all towns
Called In sixth Inning on account of teach this year than ever heretofore,
other girls have the laugh on her.

in a hundred waysand, in ONE of Them at Least,
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ADVERTISE - THE OPTIC

And You Will Always Have
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Quick Action

J5he. Bankers

R.eserve
Life Company

Optic
Want Ads

BOSS BREAD
Always Good' Has No Equal
j Handled By All Dealers

CBe.

'

iteitw "Post

'

.

Weeks of Biggest and Best Variety
of Beading Matter Ever , Published

Help Wanted, Etc.

Every week an intelligent, satisfying news summary.
Good stories and sketches.
New ideas and good on all sorts
of farming subjects.
How to cultivate irrigable land
and the how and why of dry
farming.
Stock raising, fruit growing, bee
culture and a world of'subjects
for rural communities.

H. C. Keiley, Manager

?fRJ G

The fashions for women will
generous attention from,
special writers who know.
Then this Weekly Edition of The
Denver Post will note prices
current in many markets, have
something to say on mining
subjects, 'our forests in existence and yet to be, and a mass
of other matter that makes this
paper unique.

.

Subscribe for It Now for Yourself,
'or for a Friend, or as many Friends
as You Desire, at 50c per Copy per
Annum. Send for a Sample Copy.

For Rent

THE DENVER POST
DENVER. COLO.. U. S.

29th, AnnUal New Mexico Fair and

,

Resources Exposition in
Albuquerque, October 11 to 16

.........

For Sate

........

-

PLEASANT

::

will have the merit of Tjeirig new. The management believes
that the people have tired of the same old rthing's year .after
'..";
year and has been hunting novelties. ,

'".

'

;

TO CURE CATARRH
.'--

.

........

,

Another brand new attraction here will be the Strobet
real Airship that flies; one that has made flights before
thousands of wondering spectators in all parts of the United
States and the greatest dirigible ballocn ever invented. The
immense ship of the air will make daily and nightly flights
'
over the city and the Fair grounds.
Air-ship-7- -a

Another brand new thing in the line of 6ports is the game
Pushball, This will be' the first time this game has ever
been played in the Southwest or for that matter in the whole
west, and it promises to be the most exciting innovation in the
history of the carnival sports at Albuquerque.
.

of

'

1

:

The biggest novelty of the bunch however is President
William Howard Taft who visits Albuquerque for the first time
during the Fair. A reception to President Taft is being pre- pared which will smash all records for enthusiastic demonstrations in the Southwest.
,
v

'

-

It has found them.1 One (of the most interesting is the
Southwestern Marathon, the first 16ng distance endurance'race
to be run in this part of the country.

W.

41

b. TIGHT,

";

...

:

JOHN B. McMANUS,

President."

Secretary.

-

.

Lost

Kil-llfe- r,

'

Cures indigestion

When a man loses his temper
someone else is apt to catch it
Go With A Rush
The' demand for that ' wonderful
Stomach, Liver and Kidney Cure, Dr.
King's New Life Pills-- is astounding-- all
druggists say they never saw the
like. Its because they never fall to
cure Sour Stomach, Constipation, Indigestion, Biliousness, Jaundice, Sick
Headache, Chills and Malaria. Only

We Ask You
to take Cardul, for your femala
troubles, because we are sure it
will help you. Remember that
thl3 great female remedy

25c.

The less a man has to say the less
he may have to retract,
Good for Biliousness.

"I took two of Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver Tablets last night
and I feel fifty per cent better than
I have for weeks," says J. J. Firestone
of Allegan, Mich. "They are certainly
a fine article for biliousness." For sale
by all dealers.
Samples free.

has brought relief to thousands of
other sick women, so why not to
you? For headache, backache,
periodical pains, female weakness, many have said It Is "the
best medicine to take." Try It 1

Sold

la TLis

City

P3

i
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terlal change was made in the design
of the jcent, but in 1808 a -- radical
was made in the obverse dechange
Short Orders and Regular Dinners
sign.
BE FOUND
ON
THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED
The head of Liberty was now faced
to the left and represented with bound
LINCOLN PENNY hair. On her forehead was a diadem
mucK needless pain when they delay using Cardui
inscribed "Liberty."
Around! the bolSOCIETY AND BUSINESS DIRECTORY
ZiT their female troubles. Cardui has been found to
der appeared thirteen stars. This deIT IS THE FIRST OF THIS DENO
relieve headache, backache, pain in the side and dizsign lasted until 1816, when a new
MINATION TO BEAR WORDS
CHAPMAN LODGE NO 2, A. F. & A.
ziness arising from deranged organs.
style of Liberty appeared, not qutie eo
does more
PHYSICIANS
"IN GOD WE TRUST"
M.- handsome as its predecessor.
than relieve, if used persistently, many have writRegular comDR. A. J. BUTTERFIELD,
The later design with minor alteraten to say that cured them.
munication first and
tions continued in use until 1857,
GRADUATE VETERINARIAN
third Thursdays in
OTHER MOTTOES RESTORED when the flying eagle
design was
each month. Visiting Office, Chafin's
Livery Stable, Phone
The
latter
continued
for
adopted.
brothers
cordially
.
Main 1.
two years, and then the. first of the
"E.
Unum"
Pluribus
and
invited. Geo, H. Kinkel. W. M, Chaa.
are
"Liberty"
Calls answered day or night
Indian head cents appeared in the latH. Sporleder, Secretary.
Especially Noticeable on the New ter
This was the de- part of 1858.
Coin Other Features.
DR. E. L. HAMMOND of
Mr.
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY NO. 2,
rslgn
Longacre and has oeen
"
used
OENTI8T
continuously
up to the present
is, Knights Templar. Regular
The new Lincoln pennymany of time with
i
modifications.
slight
afc
conclave second Tuesday in BMte 4, Urockett Building.
Has which are in circulation In Las
on
The
the
Indian
coins
of
this
alj
each month at Masonic
phones at office and residence.
Vegas, shows more innovations than design has faced to the left. The head
Temple, 7:30 p. m.
Mn. Maxwell Johnson, .Tampa, Fla., writes: "Cardui cured
John S. Clark,
any other United States coin that of Lincoln on the new cent faces to
K. C., Charles Tamme, Recorder.
me after doctors and everything else had failed. I had been Buffer
has appeared in recent years in both the
DR. G. L. JENKINS
right. This is in accordance with
Mg witti numb spells ever since I was 16 years old. One day
design and inscription, and yet some a long established custom among coin
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROT
Gecided to take Cardui. I have now taken 5 bottles and I can gay
of
are
its
features
DENTIST
only revivals of makers of placing the head of a new
al Arch .Masons.
that
it hat cured me. I advise all mifferlntr women ts mva fWnl
Regular
'
details used on coins when the coun coin in
convocation first Monday in
the opposite direction to that
a
and fair trial."
hag
Over Hedgcock's Shoe 8tore
try was in its infancy.
each month at Masonic
MM. Johnson suffered vAm
of Its predecessor. Whether this was
TTq
In adding the motto "E. Pluribus done
Phone Vegas 79
M. R.
Cut xhj suffer at all? Take Cardui. Give it a fair trial.
Temple, 7:30 d. m.
intentionally or not in the case
Unum" to the Lincoln cent, a time of
Williams. H. P.. Chas. H.
the cent is not known. The custom
AT ALL DRUa STORES
honored device Is once more restored is said to
JF. R. LORD. DENTIST
Spor.cder, Secretary.
have originated in Europe,
to
coins.
American
The
copcopper
the head Of the living sovereign al
(Successor to Dr. B. M. Williams.)
EL DORADO LODGE NO. 1
per cents of several of the states of ways being placed in the
opposite
Office Pioneer Building, over Grand the confederation bore this motto; in
direction to that on the coins of his
3
Leader.
Rooms
4.
and
of
Phone fact, they were the first coins to show
Knights
Pythias
meet every Monday
predecessor.
Main 57.
it.
DUNCAN OPERA HOUSE
Among, these states were New
in
Castle
evening
an Yf rn ia ' fi a rw a nnfta
York and New Jersey, the, motto first
Ball, Visiting Knights
LAo
oANlA
nUoA
VtuAa
are cordially invited.
ATTORNEYS
appearing on the cent of the latter BIG REVENUE DERIVED
I. P. HAVENS,
THURSDAY NIGHT
state
in 1786 and in New York in 1787,
AUTO LINE
Chancellor Command- GEORGE H. HUNKER
FROM NATIONAL FORESTS
Then, too, the word "Liberty" has
er.
Rosa auto
The Las Vegas-Sant- a
C. M. BEKNHARD,
Attorney at Law
come back' to its old place on the ob
Keeper of Record and Office Veeder Block Las
and
line )
mail,
express
passenger
verse
cent.
of
This
word
new
the
New
Vegas
Santa Pe, N. M.f Sept. 15. Gover
Seal.
ls now in operation.
The auto
Mexico,
was a favorite with the old engravers nor Curry has received a letter from
of cents and the only inscription borne the department of agriculture Inform 4 makes the round trip between 4
BADDY LODGE NO. 77, FRATERNAL
4 Las Vegas and Santa Rosa three 4
'
GEORGE
by the obverse of the cents first is ing him that the apportionment
E.
MORRISON
of
UNION OF AMERICA Meets first
times a week, Mondays, Wed- - 4
sued in 1793, and up to 1808.
Then a the forest funds to New Mexico this
and third Wednesday of each month
nesdays and Fridays.
in
Civil Engineer and Surveyor
change
design was, made and the year amounts to $26,759.65, being
at Fraternal Brotherhood hall. W.
The auto leaves Murphey's drug 4
e
of
word
from
taken
the
border
was
twenty-fivcent
revenue
M-of
the
per
A. Givens, F.
Bertha C. Thorn-hil- l,
;
store at 7 a, m., visits both post- - 4
on
coin
the
diadem
and
of
the
from
derived
the
national
Office:
in
forests
Wheeler
placed
E.
Las
Bldg,
Vegas.
Secretary. Visiting members
offices and leaves Winters' drug 4
Liberty, where it remained until 1857, New Mexico. The total revenue was
cordially invited.
store on the West side for Santa 4
4
when
white
metal
from
the
'the
for
$107,078.61,
flying
eagle
following
Notice to All Holders of Bonds of The
Rosa. Tickets can be purchased 4
4
.
cent took the place of the familiar ests:
REBEKAH LODGE. I. O. O. F.
Las Vegas Masonic Building
4 at either1 Murphey's or Winters 4
Gila
meets second and fourth Thursday
head of Liberty. It was revived on the
$31,456.86
Association
4
4 drug stores.
D'atil and Magdalena... 21,288.92
evenings of each month at the I. O.
All holders of bonds of The Las Ve Indian head cent, but placed in minute
one
round
ls
The
fare
4
4
Carson
O. F. hall. Miss Bertha Backer, N.
111;
on
15,656.44
trip
the hand of the headdress
letters
gas Masonic Building association are
"
Jemez
4 way 6. Each passenger Is al- - 4
of feathers.
11,282 $2
G.; Mrs. Delia Peppard, V. G.; Mrs.
notified
that the said associa
4 lowed to carry not to exceed 25 4
10.669.2S
Alamo
T. F. Dalley, Secretary;
Adelene hereby
The; Lincoln cent is the first com oi
tion will, on the first day of October,
Lincoln'
4
pounds of baggage. Express pack- - 4
6,C0S.71
motto
Smith, Secretary.
to
denomination
bear the
A. D. 1909, redeem all of the series the
4
Manzano
ages are also handled and can be 4
5,256.65
"In God We Trust." This motto is no
B. P. O. E. MEETS SECOND AND of three hundred and twenty bonds
left at either of the drag stores 4
94
4
Pecos
3,472
upon copper coins,
of - $25.00 stranger, however,
fourth
each issued in denominations
mentioned.
Tuesday evenings
4
4
Chiricahua
two-ce1,383.57
l
copper-nickeas
the
piece
,
month at O. R. C. hall.
Visiting each and dated the first day of July, Issued from 18C4 to 1873 was the
2.4 1
Las Animas
brothers are cordially Invited. W. A. D. 1895, and secured by a deed of
The last named is partly In Colo
first of all the United States coins to
D. W. trust on the property commonly known
M. Lewis, exalted ruler;
Opportunity seldom calls twice On
silver rado and the second last in Arizona
bear
it.
The
dime,
haldime,
as the "Masonic Temple," in the city
Condon, secretary..
and New Mexico, and the figures giv the man who doesn't know how to enthree-cen- t
three-cen- t
nickel
and
piece
of Las' Vegas, N. M., with the accrued
en for them are only for the portions tertain her.
EASTERN STAR. REGULAR COM. interest thereon as of the said first piece have never borne the motto.
.New Mexico. The New MexiThe old nickel five-cepiece with within
secntiil
.
and fourth ViYidBL 0trihcir "lqnq' v"" are there
co-. goes . to the dif Why Druggists Recommend Chamber
apportionment
the""fflotto
shield
6n"the 5hversehore
Thursday evenings of each month. fore notified to surrender the said a
ferent counties in which the forests
Iain's Colic, Cholera and Diarcon
was
in
when
and
a
design
change
All visiting brothers and sisters are bonds with the coupons thereto attach
are situated to be expended for good
rhoea Remedy
1882 the designers placed
In
A.
Sarah
templated
Mrs.
Invited.
cordially
ed at the First National Bank of Las
roads and public schools, r v
Mr. Prank C. Hanrahan, a prominent
of
head
over
motto
the
Liberty,
Chaffln, worthy matron; Mrs. Ida Vegas or the San Miguel National the
druggist of Portsmouth, Va., says,
on the nickel now
Seeiinger; secretary.
For tne past six years I have sold
Bank of Las Vegas, on or before which was like that
For
Dessert.
This
Try
One Night
In use. The motto was discarded when
and recommended Chamberlain's Col One Night
the
said
first
of
1909,
October,
day
Dissolve'
flavorone
of
any
package
. O. O. F., LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
1883
Cholera
in
and
was
ic,
Diarrhoea
new
the
adopted
design
Remedy. It
for redemption as aforesaid.
JELL-in one pint of boiling is a great remedy and one of the best
4, meets every Monday evening at
and was replaced by a circle of thir ed
V
D.
A.
on
medicines
HIGGINS,
the market I
It isn't the girl who flares up quick
When partly congealed, beat patent
water;
their hall on Sixth street. AH visitteen stars.
Secretary.
invited to atone cup whipped handle some others for the same pur est that makes the best match.
until
light,
adding
ing brethren-cordiallmade
reverse
On one of the
poses tnat pay me a larger profit,
designs
cream, and six crushed maccaroons. out this remedy ls so sure
tend, C. W. McAllister, N. G.; E.
to effect a
at. the mint in 1882 the field bore
its
is
own
Virtue
and
labor
R- reward,
O.
The Road To Success
V.
Williams,
G.;
Comstock,
Whip all together thoroughly and cure, and my customer so certain to
surround
"V,"
numeral
Roman
large
is
the
other
fellow's
mostly
profit.
has
my
W.
to
E.
appreciate
many
obstructions, but none so
Crltes,
it
.treasurer;
bowL
or
mold
a
recommending
into
When
secretary;
ed by a wreath, and at the top was pour it
him, that I give it the preference." desperate as poor health. Success towill
and
served
,C. V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
be
it
cool,
may
Jellify
For sale by all dealers.
the motto: "In God We Trust" in very
day demands health, but Electric Bit
When Your Joints are Stiff
with whipped cream or any good pudters is the greatest health builder the
FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD, NO. and yojr muscles sore from cold or small letters. This design also met
sauce.
world has ever known. It compels
ding
new
when
If
and
the
is
there
with
disapproval,
anything you want, The perfect action of stomach, liver,
102, meets every Friday night, at rlwiiaiatiMn,
you slip or sprain
kidJELL-10c
costs
The
per
package,
Optic can get it for you. If it's some- neys, bowels, purifies and enriches
their hall In the Schmidt building, a Joint, strain your side or bruise nickel was adopted It was found that and can be obtained at
any good gro thing you don't want. The
west of Fountain Square, at eight yourself, Painkiller will take out the the motto had been altogether abanOptic can tho blood, and tones and invigorates
cer's.
the whole system. Vigorous body and
corsell it for you.
"E
are
taken
Dlace
doned.
members
its
by
being
o'clock, j Visiting
soreness and fix you right in a jiffy.
keen brain follow their use. You can't
dially welcome. Jas. N. Cook, pres- Always have it with you, and use it Pluribus Unum."
afford to slight Electric Bitters if
contentment
unless
.brings
Sleep
Grain
old
dealers
of
form
there
no
is
the
return
de
Lowe,
secretary.
to
say
Another
ident; Jas. R.
weak, run down or sickly. Only 60c
freely. The oldest, the cheapest and
too
but
dined
not
have
wisely
mand for wild oats.
Guaranteed by all druggists.
the best medicine for internal and days was the placing of the title you
COUNKNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS,
United States of America" on the welL
man
In
external
aches
is
CIL NO. 804, meets second and
obPerry Davis' Painkiller, and for over reverse of the cent instead of the
fourth Thursday, O. R. C. hall, PioNight on Bald Mountain
so
for
been
many
had
where
it
verse,
has
it
been
the
seventy years
great
On a lonely night Alex. Benton of
neer building. - Visiting members
cents
standby for emergencies in thousands years. All the large, copper
are cordially invited. W. R. Tipton, of families allTrver
The only Institution In New Mexico whose diploma la recognized
It Port Edward, N. Y., climbed Bald
the world. Don't showed the title on the reverse.
S.
F.
Mountain to the home of a neighbor,
G. K.; E. P. Mackel,
by the California State Board of Education.
go home without a 50c or one of the was transferred to the obverse when tortured "by Asthma, bent on curing
"It has more university graduates on Its faculty than any similar
new size 35c bottles.
the Indian head was adopted In 1858, him wlfh Dr. King's New Discovery,
F. O. E. MEETS FIRST AND THIRD
In "New Egland." Dr. A. E.
Institution
seen
This
not
himself
of
asthma.
had
cured
many
has
cent
at
The
that
WINSHIP, Editor Journal of
Tuesday evenings each month,
soon
and
relieved
medicine
Boston.
wonderful
considEducation,
one
father
to
has
for
when
VisitThe,
of
pay
Hall.
usually
design
Brotherhood
changes
Fraternal
Later it
Academic course, Elementary Normal course. Full Normal course,
the reaping of the son's wild oats. , ers that it has appeared more regu quickly cured his neighbor.
cared his son's wife of a severe lung
ing brothers are cordially, invited.
Advanced Normal xourse, Kindergarten Trifling course, Music, Art,
C.
States
United
E.
other
than
any
Thornhill.
believe
Millions
president:
its the greattrouble:
larly
John
Training,- Domestic Science, Stenography and Typewriting.
.
coin, having made its appearance each est Throat and Luqg cure on Earth.
,
Ward, secretary.
Railroad fare In excess of 75 miles paid by the Institution.
Colds. CrouD, Hemorrhages
Coughs.
of
its
first
the
1793,
year
from
year
are
cured
and
Sore
It
Our
Lungs
surely
by
IN
FP.A1ERNAL,
newest
The
MEET
Is
In
foods
graduates secure teacher's certificates without examination. discovery
RED MEN
issue, up to the present time, with
a
for
Grip and WhoopNext Term Begins 8EPTEMBER 14th.
Brotherhood ha'.l every second and TOASTED RICE FLAKES. It is tooth-fourt- h the single exception of the year 1815. $e8t Cough.Hay50cever,
and $1.00 Trial bot
ing
me' ,sat,,1sfln' a"d ? most
For Further Information Address
Thursday, sleep at the eighth ,ble
a. big package for
The first design showed a head of tle free. Guaranteed by all druggists.
welmn. Visiting brothers always
10 cents
loose'
Liberty facing to the right, with
David
come to the wigwam.
the word "Liberty" in
the truth won't make
hair,
Stretching
ly
flowing
Flint, sachem; Walte H. uavis, A man always has the most friends large letters above and the date be- it go any farther.
"
N. M.
chief of record nrd collector or when he doesn't need them.
low. On the reverse was the inscripwampum.
and
to
news
of
The
Items
States
America,"
"United
Telephone your
tion,
in center the words "One Cent,'? sur Optic, Phone Main 2.
s7e. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 54S,
?e8t noTreatment for Burn
If
other reason, Chamber-I- . rounded by a circle of thirteen links.
U X B.-every first Wed- O. B.
gaye ghould be kept
the
in
vestry household on account of Its great This chain design did not meet with
nesday of the month
room of Temple Montefiore, Don's- - value in the treatment of burns. It al- favor, and in the same year the
the pain almost instantly, and
wreath design was adopted in its
ias avenue and Ninth street. Vi3lU lays
are cordially Invited. , le88 1116 In3ury ls a severe one, heals place, which in general style was con
the parts without leaving a scar. This
"Harlnc Uiken ronr wonderful "Cueinti" tot
large 'ibree
Charles Greenclay, president; Rabbi salve is also unequaled
for chapped tinued until the
months and DAtnff entirely eared of Btomftvh
and dyspepsia, I think s word of praise ia
eatarrb
An1857.
in
cent
was
discontinued
secretary.
J. B. Raisin,
hands, sore nipples and diseases of
Lae to "Casoarets for their wonderful oomnnsition.
1 have taken numerous other
the skin. ' Price, 25 cents. For sale other form of the wreath was used on but without avail and I find that Cascaretsremedies
relieve
more in a day than aU tha others 1 have takaa
by all dealers.
the white metal cent 'of 1857, and the Would
in a year."
1W Mereer St., Jersey City, H. J.
James
A
McGune,
"United States of America"
It's easy to go astray, as the ma- inscription
was placed around the representation
.
AN AUTOMOBILE?
A BUSIBest For
jority of the paths lead there.
of the flying eagle on the obverse. H
The Dowels
NESS?
A MUSICAL INSTRU
y
In the latter part of 1793 a Liberty II
A Hurry Up Call
MENT?
You will serve your own
were
and
cap
pole
placed alongside
Quick! Mr. Druggist Quick! A box
lastthe
of
head
which
Interest
Liberty,
style
of Bucklen's Arnica Salve Here's a
by consulting
Candy cathartic 7
quartet" For the love of Moses, hurry! ed, until 1795, In which year the letBaby's burned himself, terribly John- tered edt;e was adopted.
nie cut his foot with the axe Mamie's
In 1796 the same general form was
scalded Pa can't walk from piles
Pleasant, Palatabla, Potent, Taste Good, Do Good,
BIHIe has bolls and my corns ache. continued, the cap and pole were omitFever Sicken Woaken or Gripe, ltte, 25c, fiflc. Never
old In bulk.. The genuine tablet tamped OOU
She got it and soon cured all the fam- ted and the hair of Liberty was tied Guaranteed
to cure or your money back.
ily. Its the greatest healer on earth. with a ribbon, tha bust being partly
Sterling Remedy Co., Chicago or N.Y. 59s
Sold by all druggists.
BOXES
SALE, TEN
draped. From 1797 until 1807 no ma- -
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Harness Repairing

....CLOSED..
V-lt-

WEDNESDAY,

..

'
Bflsy

CHARGES REASONABLE
All work called for and delivered

In Observance of

1

Pbone Main 379

Lvidwig W m. Ufeld,

Jewish New Year
at 6 o'clock and transact
business from that hour until 9 p. m.

I

re-ope- n

IKE DAVIS

I

L

WEATHER REPORT

reservoir site yesterday morning, is
of James C. Burnett. Other
members of the party are George
Wallace Pierce, I. K. ff3
Milholland,
Lewis and Ted Hayward.

cream

your

from

T.

T.

Phone

131,

YOUR SELECTION
OF A GOOD BANK
JIs important,-n- ot
only for. the present, but
also for the years to come.
QThe right Bank connection will be a material
help to your every day business.
jThis Bank has a successful record of safe,
conservative banking from the day of its or
ganization,

WE INVITE YOUR BUSINESS

The First National Bank
OF

U8

EfiAS, HEW MEXICO.

CAPITAL and SURPLUS $130,000.00.
E. D.

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President.
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, Ass't Cashier.
RAYNOLDS. Cashier.

Our first shipment of Coiv
cord Grapes is here. We
have a nice line of Cooking and Eating Apples,
Peaches, Pears and Plums.
Also a full line of Fresh

.

All Aboard for Harvey's!

Carriage goes out Saturday
returns following Friday. Leave
orders at Murphey's or H. O. Brown
'
t'radlng Co's.
y

FOR OUR

CUSTOMS

Vegetables,

SIXTH STREET

MONEY SAVED

Oysters

Free from Slate or Slack
Foot Main St

phone Main 31

Thursday
Let us have your order

The BEST

MEATS

in Town.

Veal

Kansas City and Native Beef

Home Dressed Spring Chick'

...

ens and Hens
"'."..iVAII Kinds of Sausages
:

s

1.

Bridge Street

Grsosrs,

Get Our Prices before buying.

For the

CtftcZssro mad Bakers

S3

Phone Main 85

Ilesa Potatoes

best Meat

Hurrah

in the
City

For toe Dry Farmers!

goto
Popen's
Their potatoes are

com-in-

to town, and
FIRST can" be had

PES,

g

th.
at

'

GROCER AND BUTCHER.

Phone 144 and 145
.

1

3

For Sale

"THE COFFEE MAN"
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
in the wood. Direct from distillery
At the Lobby, of course.

to-yo-

A SNAP
8

acres iinder Ditch.

Close in

4-

Try a dram of Old Taylor
the Opera bar. Served from
on the bar.

-

nicely furnished.
Straight Guggenheim rye served'
over the bar at the Antlers.
Good barn and Jersey Cow.

room house

.The best draft beer in the city.
The Lobby, of course.

Afc

Heal Estate Co.

609 Douglas Ave.

Pabst's draught beer on tap only
E. Las Vegas, N. M. at Opera bar.

customers.

-

lew Goods

f

Get one with our compliments
and if you are not

already a

Arriving Daily

patron give us a trial.
Our methods,

appliances and

supplies are the best known.

Try on a Hart Schaff-ne-r
and Marx Suit, and.
see the difference in,

ST

style, fit and quality
.
compared with

MAIN 81

Grocer

US

VEGAS STEAM

other-makes-

LAUNDRY
'

Time to Make Kraut

mil

5

-

For a Suit of quality,.

""'aair "of, shoes or
to-da- te

up- -

f u r.n i s h i ngs,

visjit fy.

02.OO
t

S3

DEALERS IN

We would be pleased to serve

J

1.

Fancy Native TJutton

S3

.

ALFALFA, HAY and GRAIN, BULK SEEDS.
VEHICLES IMPLEMENTS and WAGONS.

you.

Spring Lamb

S3.

bags for the convenience of our

Best Screened Baton Egg, $4.76
per ton just what you wantfor cooking, '

On Domestic Coal.

D. W. CONDON

1

. O. BROWN TRADING CO.,

f"

We have a new lot of laundry

S3

PHONE MAIN 107

CHAS. H. SP0RLEDER.

Seal Sliipf

S3

Graaf

Jake

Invitations are out for a party to
,
be given September 17 by Mesdames derson, Indiana.
S.
B.
La Rue and
Davis, jr.
Mrs. A. T. Rogers, sr., of 118 Col
umbia 'avenue, was taken, suddenly
Get the best at Nolette's barber 111
last evening, but is reported much
shop.
better today. Her condition Is not
as serious.
Owing to the lack of a quorum last regarded
evening, the Commercial club board
Edward Springer, who has been
of directors has postponed the meet
very sick with typhoid fever, is reindefinitely.
ing
ported to be much improved. He was
For Rent Flat, 1105 Douglas. Geo. able to sit up yesterday for the first
time In three weeks
H. Hunker.

,

1S3

Foe Man Ladies and Children

Mrs.

Las Vegas Roller Mills

Ladies' Tailor Waists
Before buying your Neckwear come and see us for
prices on same.

Mrs. H. S. Van Petten 13 entertain
ing thlg afternoon and evening In
honor of Mrs. H. M. Van Petten, who
Is visiting her brother-in-lafrom An-

There will be a regular meeting of
P. C. Carpenter has Issued
Invitations for a card party to be Chapman Lodge No. 2, A. F. and A.
7
given at her home on North Fifth M., Thursday evening at o'clock for
In the third degree. All memwork
18.
street, Saturday, September
bers are requested to be present.
The worthless dogs must go, but
let their going Le in compliance with The social to be given tomorrow
the provisions of the city ordinance night by the West side Ladies' Altar
society at .. Mackel's opera house,
regulating the matter.
promises to be one of the best of the
season. Admission will be only ten
James Malr and Orlando Smith
cents.
to
an
contract
build
ad
have taken a
dition on the east wing of the
Chas Strodder was arraigned be
O'Byrne flat at 1022 Douglas avenue. fore Justice of
the Peace D. R. Murthis morning on the charge of
ray
S. A. Lewis, of the Lewis En
drunkenness. He pleaded guilty and
'
gineering company, hassecured a
rof $ 5 ancTwghfTils wayT
position with the Las Vegas Steam paiditsfinehimself to sin no more.
promising
laundry as a driver of one of Its
wagons. . '
C. F. Akin, of Alabama, who has
been staying at St Anthony's sanitaCan take care of a few good loans
rium for several weeks, will go to
on city real estate at 8 per cent. Have
housekeeping in one of the Marcotte
three or four special snaps in houses cottages across the river from the rol
and lots. Investment and Agency ler mill. He will be
Joined by a
Corporation.
daughter and the old family cook,
insuring that everything will be as It
The Camfleld surveying party which once was about the house in
the for
resumed Its labors at the proposed mer southern home.

of

From $1.25 up to $3.25

i

Also Hea.dqua.rters for
All Kinds of FEE D

A Full Line

23

Fraternal Brotherhood will give
a social dance Friday evening, Sept.
Admission 15 cents. Danc
17, 1909.
The Christian Aid society will meet
will also be
refreshments
free,
ing
tomorrow afternoon at 2:30 o'clock at
"
served.
B.
the home of Rev.,M.
Dutt.

ride Flour

FULL TAILORED

SS

LOCAL NEWS

Order
Turner.

piJ

aC

T

Ladies' Suits $11.00

Fine gloves and neckwear. Talchert's.

Use Our

t

Come and See Our

ncha&e

(September 14, 1909..
Temperature Maximum,! Jlit jnltti-mu'
84; range, 40.
f j
Humidity 6 a. m., 67; 12 noon, 40;
Thomas Smith, a local contractor,
6 p. m., 36; mean, 38.
Forecast Fair tonight and Thurs is building a much needed cement
I
walk on the north side of Main aveday..
nue, between Grand and Railroad
avenues.

Clm--

Ladies' Tailor 'Suit

We are now prepared to do Harness and Saddle Repairing of all sorts

Will be closed tomorrow until OP. M.

It will

VaiI

Per Hundred Pounds

Eras Vegas Greenhquses
Phone Main 276
PERRV ONION,
Prop.

t

'ft

I

i

ft

Boston
Clothing House
13he
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